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ABSTRACT

Joe, Sung Jun. M.S., Purdue University, August 2014. The Effect of Reward Attributes
on Customer’s Booking Choice. Major Professor: Chun-Hung (Hugo) Tang.
A loyalty program is commonly observed in our real world to establish and maintain a
customer relationship. However, there is limited research information on the effect of
loyalty program schemes on customers’ choice in an online booking context. The current
study summarized the awards currently offered by major hotels and online travel agencies
(OTAs) and examined: 1) customers’ preference toward attributes of the loyalty program,
2) within reward attributes, which contributes to an increase in consumers’ booking choice,
3) which attributes make customers book on hotel websites rather than on OTA websites,
and 4) the interaction between customer involvement and hotel loyalty programs’ attributes
on booking preference. The results revealed that customers prefer rewards that are related
to hotel booking and immediate point redemption. Changing the reward attribute level
from unrelated rewards to related rewards increased customers’ probability of choice.
However, timing of redemption did not affect the choice. Further, the effect of related
rewards on increasing the chance of booking was stronger for consumers on a high
reward program tier than those on a low reward program tier. However, no interaction
was found between time and customers’ tier of the program. Results suggest that the

x
effect of hotel and OTA’s loyalty program attributes on customers’ choice is different
from other industries’ loyalty programs.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Study Background

The advent of the Internet has significantly changed the way people buy goods
and services and also changed the ways to distribute and price products for sellers. The
explosion of free information on the Internet has enabled consumers to search easily for
the lowest prices and dramatically reduced their search cost and the cost of switching
between rival sellers (Daripa et al., 2001). For the sellers, it has enabled them to lower
their set-up costs and marginal costs of distribution. Additionally, Internet sellers can be
more efficient and responsive as compared to sellers using conventional methods (Daripa
et al., 2001; Carroll et al., 2003). For example, sellers can cut down personal expenses
and set-up costs in making customer service centers. Further, the Internet allows
consumers to quickly and easily provide reviews or ratings about the product, so that
other consumers may refer to these comments in their mind when deciding to purchase
the product. In addition, sellers can provide consumers with better service and products
by referring to customers’ reviews or comments about the products they are offering.
With this in mind, selling products online has gained great attention in retail markets to
offer a chance to generate additional revenue.
In the hospitality industry, service providers primarily have reacted positively to
pricing online. They believe that third-party online distribution channels, commonly
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known as online travel agents (OTA), will provide them with new channels to reach
customers and thus enable increased segmentation opportunities (Anderson, 2009). In
addition, because of the characteristics of the products (perishables), third-party
distribution channels have gained significant attention as a means by which to reduce
service providers’ distressed inventory of perishable rooms (Toh et al., 2011).
Consequently, reservations, which used to be made through travel agents and hotel call
centers, are now being made online by customers who are as likely to use online
intermediaries as they are to contact hotels or chains directly (Carrol et al., 2003). For
example, more rooms are now being sold online than through any other channel in the
hospitality industry (O’connor, 2003). As reported by Statistic Brain (2013), 148.3
million bookings were made on the Internet in 2012, and this revenue from bookings has
reached 162.4 billion dollars, which has grown by more than 73 percent over the past five
years. In particular, third party distributors account for 34.6 percent of all hotel bookings
through the Internet, which takes up a considerable part of hotel bookings
(StatisticBrain.com, 2013).
Because of explosively grown third party distributions, hotels began to worry
about distribution costs, such as commission fees when reservations are made through
third party websites (Choi et al., 2002). Thus, practices to make customers book through
firm-managed distribution channels are becoming an issue to hotels
(HotelNewsNow.com, 2014). For example, in order to minimize the variable cost per
booking, hotels are attempting to maintain direct contact with their customers to facilitate
loyalty programs and other marketing efforts (Anderson, 2009).
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In addition, although online travel intermediaries have helped to drive sales of
hotel rooms and assist hotels in gaining greater coverage on the Internet, the strong
bargaining power of these intermediaries has meant that they have been able to negotiate
better room rates to be published on their sites and caused hotels to struggle with channel
conflict (Myung et al., 2009). Specifically, easy access to the price information on the
Internet has created a more contentious situation and put more pressure on suppliers for
competitive prices than before (Daripa et al, 2001). For example, OTAs with power to
negotiate lower prices for rooms and with aggressive marketing strategies have been able
to go directly to the consumers with guaranteed lowest rates. Thus, to prevent buyer’s
confusion and dissonance among travelers searching for room rates, hotels are trying to
maintain the same travel products at similar prices with OTAs (Brewer et al., 2006). It
has become nearly impossible for hotels to obtain advantage from pricing decisions.

1.2

Increased importance of loyalty programs

In response to such challenges, adding value to the product has become more
necessary to hotels to manage their inventories (Zhang, 2009). More specifically,
understanding how to establish and maintain customer relationship management practices
is receiving considerable attention from academics and in the field to attract customers to
develop strong bonds between firm and customers (Kotler et al., 2006; Peltier et al.,
1998). Customer relationship management (CRM) concentrates on revenue increase
opportunities from customers by making switching costs higher to discourage purchasing
the same or a similar product from competitors (Kotler et al., 2006). Today, many
companies are trying to re-establish their connections to new as well as existing
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customers to boost long-term customer loyalty. Some companies are competing
effectively and winning this race through the implementation of relationship marketing
principles using strategic and technology-based CRM applications (Chen et al., 2003).
Within this line, loyalty programs, also known as frequency reward programs that
can generate additional revenue to service providers, have gained significant attention.
According to the loyalty census from COLLOQUY (2013), a research group, 2.65
billions of loyalty programs were captured in the U.S. in 2012. Companies that offer
loyalty programs believe that their programs have a long-run positive effect on customer
evaluations and behavior (Bolton et al., 2000). A study from Epsilon Strategic &
Analytic Consulting Group (2010) supports the belief that, in addition to price, location,
good reviews and recommendations from others, loyalty programs were absolutely a
motivating factor in booking. Previous studies on customer loyalty have indicated that
there is a positive relationship between loyalty and profitability (Chen McCain et al.,
2005). It has been argued that customer loyalty contributes to the bottom line and a
relatively small percentage of loyal customers can result in a relatively large increase in
profitability (Gould, 1995; Reichheld, 1996). Other researchers also identified that
loyalty programs make it more difficult for customers to switch to other vendors,
encourage the consolidation of purchases, and prompt customers to make additional
purchases (Bolton et al., 2000; Nunes et al., 2006).
Due to the great attention on loyalty programs, much research has been devoted to
identifying effective loyalty programs. Rothschild et al. (1981) and Dowling et al. (1997)
classified the reward attributes into two categories, namely, type and timing of rewards
based on psychological theory. They asserted that related and immediate are more
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effective than unrelated and delayed rewards. Recent empirical studies have supported
that customers prefer relevant rewards that fit with the purchase context and immediate
rewards to unrelated and delayed rewards (Kivets, 2003; Zhang et al., 2000). For example,
consumers in a book context chose relevant rewards such as reduced prices on books
rather than movie tickets (Kivets, 2005). Regarding timing of rewards, it was found that
the sales impact and the sales on discount were higher for front-loaded promotions than
for rear-loaded promotions (Zhang et al., 2000). Advanced by later studies, involvement
was also considered with the attributes of a loyalty program. Kim et al. (2001) found that
a light-user segment is more price-sensitive, and it is optimal for firms to offer the more
inefficient rewards. Compared to the light-user segment, the heavy-user segment turned
out to be less price-sensitive. Further, Yi and Jeon (2003) found that immediate rewards
were perceived more valuable to low-involved customers than high-involved customers.

1.3

Objectives of the Study

The aim of this study is to examine the effect of loyalty program attributes on
customers’ choice in an online booking context and identify which attribute makes
customers more likely to choose hotel websites over OTAs. The objectives of this study
are as follows: 1) to identify the current state of rewards provided from hotel and OTAs’
loyalty programs and to classify rewards of hotel and OTAs’ loyalty programs by a
framework of loyalty programs (type of reward and timing of redemption), 2) within each
attribute, to identify which rewards are preferable to the customers’ (Related vs.
Unrelated and Immediate vs. Delayed) willingness to book on a hotel website, 3) to
examine which loyalty program attributes contribute to an increase in consumers’ choice
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on hotel websites rather than on OTA websites, and 4) to identify the interaction between
customer involvement and hotel loyalty programs’ attributes on booking preference.
To achieve the goal of this study, reward attributes of loyalty programs,
specifically, type and timing of the reward, were selected as independent variables.
Guided by prior studies, type of rewards will be distinguished by the relatedness of the
reward to the core service and time of redemption (Dowling et al., 1997). Customers’
willingness to book was used as a dependent variable in this study.

1.4

Contribution of the study

Identifying the effect of loyalty programs has become more important because
explosively grown third-party distribution channels, also known as online travel agencies
(OTAs), are making inroads into hotels’ market share. Despite the increasing interest and
importance of loyalty programs in the field and in academia, some aspects of hotel
loyalty programs have received inadequate attention. Prior studies have tended to focus
on identifying what drives customers to join loyalty programs or how to retain customers
to the brand (Bolton et al., 2000; Tanford et al., 2011). Although, extant empirical
research provides positive effects of retail loyalty programs on customer loyalty behavior
(Lal et al., 2003), little effort has been made to identify how customers perceive the
rewards of loyalty programs and its effect on consumers’ choice in the hotel industry. In
addition, different from the past, hotel and OTA’s loyalty programs can be joined easily
and for free. Therefore, it can be inferred that attribute difference between loyalty
programs is more important for customers make purchase decisions. Furthermore, despite
the attention to loyalty programs, whether what kinds of loyalty program attributes
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promote customers’ willingness to purchase hotel rooms in online still remains elusive.
Therefore, to fulfill these gaps, we first identified the current state of rewards provided
from hotel and OTAs’ loyalty programs to grasp the current situation and to help both
suppliers to understand how customers think about the current offered rewards.
Further, although much effort has been made to identify diverse features and
effects of loyalty programs on consumer behavior (Dowling et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2001;
Kivets, 2003; Leenheer et al., 2007; Rothchild et al., 1981), in numerous studies each
attribute of a specific loyalty program has been considered separately; the simultaneous
investigation of the separate subjects has occurred less frequently. Specifically, while
most hotels have loyalty programs, little effort has been made to identify the effect of
loyalty programs in the hospitality industry. It is still not known which loyalty program
characteristics are crucial in the mind of the consumer and how these influence
consumers’ intentions to book through hotel websites. Particularly, because of the
characteristic of service products (perishability), customers’ preference toward hotel
loyalty program rewards may be different from findings that were conducted in the retail
context (Lal et al., 2003). For example, delayed rewards, such as saving points that can be
redeemed in the future, may be less effective for hotel loyalty programs than for loyalty
programs in grocery retailing. Therefore, in this study, based on attributes of loyalty
program rewards that were examined from prior studies, we included all types of features
of loyalty program rewards and examined them simultaneously.
Specifically, conjoint analysis (CA), a statistical technique, was used in this study
to identify the most influential combination of hotel loyalty program reward attributes on
customers’ hotel booking choices. CA is a widely used methodology for identifying how
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customers make trade-offs among alternative products and competing suppliers (Green et
al., 2001). It offers customers’ part worth-utilities for attribute levels and enables to
predict how customers will choose among alternative products. Thus, the results of this
study can help hotel companies determine which attributes should be emphasized in their
loyalty program. Further, in establishing effective loyalty program strategies for
customers, the results may help hotel companies find how to attract customers from
OTAs, make customers book through firm managed booking channels, and target a
specific segment of customers to their firm.
Dowling and Uncles (1997) raised another problem and suggested that customer
involvement might moderate the effect of loyalty programs. They claimed that, under the
low involvement condition with the product, the loyalty program might induce loyalty to
the program rather than loyalty to the product. However, the researchers did not provide
empirical evidence to support their suggestions. Nevertheless, providing customized
rewards for different involvement levels of customers may enhance their involvement in
a hotel’s loyalty program. Therefore, identifying characteristics of difference in the
moderating role of customer involvement on customer’s hotel booking choices can be a
chance for hotels to generate additional revenue.

1.5

Organization

This study is organized and presented as follows: CHAPTER 1 provides the
background and justification of this research. CHAPTER 2 reviews previous literature
relating to the concepts of this research. Topics discussed in this chapter are consumers’
online booking behavior, hotel online distribution channels, and loyalty programs in the
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hotel industry. CHAPTER 3 covers the methodology including study site, sample,
variables, and statistical methods that were used in this study. CHAPTER 4 incorporates
the analysis and the research results. CHAPTER 5 presents a summary of the research.
Included in this chapter are key findings, theoretical implications, managerial
implications, and limitations.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Consumer Online Booking Behavior

The advent of the Internet has significantly changed the way people buy goods
and services in the hospitality industry. It has enabled customers to access the product
availability at any time (Williams et al., 1996). Further, the Internet contributes to
customers by making intangible products tangible by allowing customers access to the
detailed and the latest information of the product (Bennett, 1995). Also, it has made
suppliers reduce distribution cost and allowed customers to purchase the product at lower
prices than other distribution channels (Buhalis, 1996; Richer, 1996). In addition, the
Internet has enabled consumers to search easily for the lowest prices and dramatically
reduced their search cost and the switching cost between rival sellers (Daripa et al, 2001).
Thus, the Internet has empowered customers and changed their information search
behavior (Lehto et al., 2006). Further, in the tourism industry, due to the distinctive
characteristics (i.e., perishability, intangibility, complexity, diversity, and
interdependence) of the tourism products, consumers are now more willing to obtain
product information in order to minimize their perceived risk and reduce the gap between
their expectations and the actual experience (O’Connor et al., 2002).
However, because of the explosion of the information, it is getting difficult for the
customers to find required information to meet their needs. Further, it is getting more
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complicated to book online. Especially, tourism products provide a larger variety of
products compared to everyday retail products (park et al., 2013). For example, over 591
different hotels in Chicago are listed on Expedia. Therefore, a large number of academic
researches were conducted to understand customers’ booking behavior in the online hotel
booking context (Liu et al., 2014). Similarly, findings among online purchase intention
researches, information quality, website quality, perceived price, and brand and trust
factors were identified to be important influential factors toward purchase intention (Liu
et al., 2014).

2.1.1

Determinants of Online Shopping

Since the advent of the Internet, customers have been attracted to the convenience
that enables them to easily find products on the Internet, the detailed product information,
and the variety of choices (Haubl et al., 2003). Thus researchers have expected that the
Internet will have a profound impact on the way consumers will use new electronic
channels to make future product purchase decisions (Alba et al. 1997; Haubl et al., 2003).
Pachauri (2002) developed a framework for determinants of online shopping behavior. It
was classified into four categories--economics of information approach, cognitive cost
approach, lifestyle approach, and contextual influence approach. With in this mind, we
identified the determinants for purchasing hotel rooms online from prior studies and
classified them into the four approaches as mentioned.
Pachauri (2002) clarified the economics of information approach with the
perceived efficiency of buying online. Based on search cost theory, this approach
explains consumer preferences for shopping channels by examining the subjective costs
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of an information search for different channels (Bosnjak et al., 2007). In this approach,
consumers prefer a buying method that requires less time to find the best product for the
lowest price and the best expected benefits of making a decision. Second, the cognitive
costs approach focuses on the usefulness of the information to consumers, quality and
reliability of information, and information attributes obtained (Pachauri, 2002). From this
view, consumers try to optimize their decisions regarding price and quality of products,
as well as reliability and credibility of online merchants, while consumers seek to
minimize the cognitive costs associated with evaluating alternatives and making
decisions (Bosnjak et al., 2007). Third, linked with the suggestions from retailing that
consumer characteristics play an important role in determining their tendencies to engage
in Internet purchase, lifestyle approach analyzes socio-demographic characteristics of
potential consumers, such as, their way of life, patterns of spending time and money, and
internal factors (i.e., buying motives and needs, interests, values, and opinions).
Supported by Jones et al. (2003), consumers’ shopping behaviors ware related to their
perceptions of time control, need for social interaction, and desired control of the
shopping environment. Last, based on the notion of store atmospherics (Kotler, 1973), the
contextual influence approach emphasizes the aspects of environmental design and
product attribute manipulability that influence behavior in electronic environments
(Pachauri, 2002). Supported by a prior study (Liang et al., 2002), design elements on the
websites were found to be affecting customers’ preference and choice in an electronic
buying situation.
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2.1.2

Determinants of Online Booking

Liu and Zhang (2014) overviewed prior studies of online hotel booking and
classified into two categories what affects customers decision of purchase, namely,
product related factors and channel related factors. For product related factors, price of
the product, hotel brand, conditions, product review, and product variety were assigned to
this category. While website quality, payment, and customer relationship were grouped in
the channel related factors.
First, regarding product related factors, price is often considered as one of the
most important attributes of a product. From the findings of Chiang and Jang (2007),
price was a major consideration in decision of purchase. Further, Kim et al., (2006)
identified that benefits from the price were significant on customer online purchase
intention. Second, brand image is also commonly considered as an important determinant
in customers purchase intention (Cobb-Walgren et al., 1995). Specifically, brand
significantly affects customer’s perceived quality and trust when consumers were
uncertain about the hotel product (Chiang and Jang, 2007; Erdem et al., 2004). Third,
attribute “condition,” commonly known as policies, was grouped under product related
factors. From the prior studies, it was shown that cancelation policies effect customers’
booking behaviors (e.g., deal seeking behavior, cancelation rate, cancelation deadline)
(Chen et al., 2011; DeKay et al., 2004). Fourth, product review was classified into
product related factors. From prior studies, hotel reviews had a significant impact on
customers’ booking intention and choice (Sparks et al., 2011; Vermeulen et al., 2009; Ye
et al., 2009). Fifth, product variety factor was also in the product related factors. Because
of the advent of OTAs, customers can more easily compare among different hotel rooms
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on their websites. Based on the findings of economic and psychological studies, having
more options is preferable in that this increases the chance of consumers finding their
desired option (Jessup et al., 2009) and can increase consumers’ sense of personal control
(Taylor, 1989; Taylor et al., 1988).
In regard to channel related factors, website quality, consisting of system and
information quality, was sorted in the group. From the finding of Bai et al. (2008),
website quality has been identified as a significant factor on customer satisfaction and
their purchase intentions. The factor “trust” was also under website quality. It is because
trust is built from the overall experience on a website (Tsai et al., 2011). From the
findings of Tsai et al., consumers tend to purchase from online retailers or register with a
website who clearly displayed privacy policy in the online shopping interface and
protects their privacy (Tsai et al., 2011). Thus, Liu and Zhang (2014) assigned trust to the
information quality. In addition, the payment method was under channel related factors.
In terms of variety, Wong and Law (2005) asserted that it could influence customers’
purchase intention. Also, in terms of customer trust, Kim et al. (2010), insisted that
technical protections and security statements in the website significantly enhance
customers’ perceived trust and customer’s purchase intention. Lastly, customer
relationship (i.e., loyalty program) was sorted into the channel related factors. From the
assertions of prior studies (Keh et al., 2006; McCall et al., 2010), a loyalty program
promotes loyal customers who create higher profit margins and frequent purchase cycles,
and the program brings new customers.
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2.2

Hotel Online Distribution Channel

Hotels have a variety of Internet distribution channels to help them sell rooms,
including sites that have come to be called online travel agents (OTAs) or third-party
websites, but the cost of using these intermediaries is considerable (Toh et al., 2011).
Thus, in this chapter we will review the current status of hotel online distribution
channels and pros and cons of online travel agencies from hotels’ perspective.

2.2.1

Overview of Current Status

Commonly, web based distribution channels can be classified into two categories,
which are hotel company websites and online travel agencies (Choi et al., 2002). More
specifically, OTAs can be categorized into three types of models: merchant, opaque, and
commissionable (agency) (Starkov et al., 2003). In the agent model, OTAs sell the room
by direct access to the hotel’s inventory of rooms. After guests pay the hotels for their
stays, OTAs request the hotels for their commissions (Toh et a., 2011). Opaque websites,
such as Hotwire and Priceline, offer opaque products without specific details of the room
type or brand until the transaction has been completed. Customers choose a hotel based
on limited information such as the area and quality (i.e. star rating) (Lee et al., 2013).
Merchant model OTAs purchase the room from the hotels at wholesale rates and sell it to
individual travelers. The merchant model is different from the agent model in that OTAs
collect the room rate from the guest and bill the hotel for the commission (Toh et a.,
2011).
From statistics reported by Statistic Brain (2013), 148.3 million bookings were
made on the Internet in 2012, and this revenue reached 162.4 billion dollars, which has
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grown by more than 73 percent over the past five years. Especially, third party
distributors account for 34.6 percent of all hotel bookings through the Internet, which
takes up a considerable part of hotel bookings (StatisticBrain.com, 2013). Further, market
share for the hotel booking and hotel websites, where distribution is operated and
managed by the hotel brand, was 65.4%. This result was followed by merchant website
(19.5%), opaque website (11.3%), and agent website (3.7%).

2.2.2

Direct vs. Third Party Channels

These days, from the hotels’ viewpoint, the assistance of a number of
intermediaries is required for them in order to sustain their business in the market
(tourism-review.com, 2013). Especially, in terms of reducing distressed inventories of
hotel rooms, OTAs are considered almost a necessity for hotels (Toh et al., 2011).
Particularly independent and unbranded hotels require additional support from OTAs,
such as listing their name on OTA websites, in order to survive in the competitive hotel
industry (Anderson, 2009). For example, smaller hotels would have to spend large
amounts of money just to fill up their rooms without OTAs; smaller hotels would have to
spend more than what they currently pay in commission to fill up their rooms.
Supported by recent research, hotels that are listed on third-party websites gain a
reservation benefit in addition to direct sales (Anderson, 2009). That benefit, often called
the billboard effect, involves a boost in reservations through the hotel’s own distribution
channels (including its website), due to the hotel’s being listed on the OTA website. This
report provides a quantitative assessment of the incremental reservations through nonOTA distribution channels received as a result of being listed on an OTA site. The
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researcher estimated the impact on non-Expedia reservation volume by listing on Expedia
and saw an increase in reservations from the hotels’ own websites. Reservations that were
made on the hotels’ websites after listing their product on Expedia (excluding the
reservations actually made at Expedia), showed 7.5 to 26 percent increase for the four
properties (Anderson, 2009). In addition, OTAs will drive additional demand to hotels
because they enable hotels to reach a wider audience of travelers, especially international
customers (HotelNewsNow.com, 2012). In terms of payment method, some OTAs (e.g.,
Expedia) are now offering no cancellation fees and a post-payment method (i.e., paying
upon checkout) to the customers, which are more familiar to the international customers
(i.e., Europ and Asia). Thus, the hotels expect that OTAs will bring them additional
revenue from international customers.
Conversely, despite the advantages from OTAs, hotels began to worry about
variable costs per booking, such as commission fees when reservations are made through
third party websites (Choi et al., 2002). Toh et al., (2011) found that the larger hotel
chains seem to pay OTAs 15% to 30% per sale for commissions. Specifically, smaller
hotels paid up to 30% commissions because of low awareness while chain hotels
negotiated for lower commissions (15%) with OTAs. From the research that was
conducted by the Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International (HSMAI)
and STR (2012), it was estimated that intermediary costs in 2010 were approximately
$2.5 billion and were expected to double within 3 to 5 years. Further, according to the
report from HSMAI and STR (2012), hotels are concerned about the domination of third
party vendors toward new incremental demand for hotel rooms in North America. As the
growing number of Chinese and Indian travelers are expected to become a primary
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source of new incremental demand in the U.S. hotel market, hotel brands are concerned
that some OTAs with strong marketing positions may dominate and train the consumers
to use them before hotels have a chance to gain recognition through their development
efforts in those markets (HSMAI and STR, 2012). In addition, gradual and consistent rise
in room rates by price fixing between major hotel groups and OTAs is becoming an issue
in the hotel industry (tourism-review.com, 2013). According to the Tourism-Review.com
(2013), room rates in London have grown 54% over the past ten years, while
commissions have increased more than double over the same period of time. Price-fixing
by major OTAs and hotel chains has led to a vertical rise in commissions and a growing
disconnect between the amount a guest pays and what the hotel receives. Thus, in 2012,
Expedia, InterContinental Hotel Group, and Starwood Hotels were accused of pricefixing in the UK (The Telegraph, 2012).
In respond to the above challenges, hotels are now trying to move customers back
to firm-managed distribution channels (e.g., hotel websites and call centers) to control
sales costs and commission fees and maintain direct contact with their customers to build
intimate relationships (Anderson, 2009; Carroll et al. 2003). In terms of economic
incentives, shifting customers back to a firm managed channel saves from 5 percent to 10
percent on commissions (Carroll et a., 2003). As enhancing relationship-marketing
strategies (i.e., loyalty programs and direct mailings) are recommended in order
maximize customer share (Hart et al. 1999; Roberts et al., 1999), hotels are trying to
build close relationships with the customers. For example, Marriot allows users to easily
find and book a hotel and displays tailored packages and exclusive deals on the webpage
based on the customer’s preference information from the loyalty program. Further, some
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hotels assist their business customers by providing individualized travel planning and
management service to support their travel planning and booking (Carroll. 2003).

2.3

Loyalty Program

Recently, loyalty programs have become an increasingly popular tool for
managers to build customer loyalty (O’Brien and Jones 1995; Uncles et al. 2003). Thus, a
majority of hotels, restaurants, and retailers now provide loyalty programs by offering
some type of incentive to customers to encourage loyalty (Hoffman et al., 2008). Loyalty
program has been defined as a marketing program that is designed to build customer
loyalty by offering incentives to profitable customers (Yi et al., 2003). Loyalty programs
are built on a foundation that creating loyal customers is more profitable to a firm
(Buchanan et al., 1990; McCall et al., 2010; Reichheld et al., 1990; Rigby et al., 2002).
This means that loyal customers offer firms a steady customer base because they want a
more involved relationship with the brand (McCall et al., 2010). Further, a loyal customer
makes more frequent purchase cycles and creates higher profit margins (i.e., 20/80 law).
In addition, they are a group of advocates who gladly advertise the firm to potential
customers (Keh et al., 2006).
However, there are several opinions about the effectiveness of loyalty programs.
Partch (1994) insisted that loyalty programs increase operating costs by adding expenses
for managing the program. In addition, in the British grocery market, market shares of
competing firms have remained stable despite the use of loyalty programs. Dowling and
Uncles (1997) asserted that a loyalty program does not change customer behavior
fundamentally, especially in a competitive market situation. Conversely, in other studies,
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researchers claim that loyalty programs can increase brand loyalty by creating switching
costs in consumers’ minds and increases operational profit by avoiding price competition
with the competitors (Caminal et al., 1990; Kim et al., 2001; Klemperer 1987). Further, it
is asserted that loyalty programs can solve oversupply problems of a firm created by the
seasonality of demand (Yi et al., 2003). For example, the airline industry experienced
price wars during seasons of low demand. After introducing the frequent-flyer program,
however, they were able to deal with oversupply problems by providing rewards such as
free tickets to their loyal customers during low-demand seasons. This does not increase
the marginal cost of administering a loyalty program (Kim et al., 2001). Moreover,
advance of database technology helps companies to identify their loyal customers and
implement their business philosophy of rewarding the right customers.

2.3.1

Classification of Loyalty Program Rewards

Rothschild and Gaidis (1981) clarified the incentive scheme in the behavioral
learning situation. They used two dimensions for incentives--timing (immediate and
delayed) and type of reinforcers (primary and secondary). For timing of reinforcers, they
classified into two categories--immediate and delayed reinforcers. They asserted that a
delayed reinforcement is worth less than immediate reinforcement during acquisition of a
behavior (Rothschild et al., 1981) because delayed reinforcement restricts learning and
leads to a lower probability of a future occurrence. Thus, if the reinforcement is delayed,
then unexpected behaviors may occur between the desired behavior and the
reinforcement. As a result, the most recent behavior caused by immediate reinforcements
will be more strongly reinforced than the desired behavior. Regarding type of reinforcers,
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Rothschild and Gaidis (1981) classified the type of promotional strategies into two
categories--primary and secondary reinforcers. They defined that primary reinforcers
have intrinsic utility (core product), while secondary reinforcers (e.g., tokens, coupons,
and trading stamps) do not have such utility and need to be converted. Therefore, they
claimed that primary reinforcers are more powerful than secondary reinforcers.
Similar to Rothschild and Gaidis’s (1981) study, Dowling and Uncles (1997) also
used a two dimensional categorization of loyalty schemes, which are type of reward and
timing of reward. For timing of reward, they developed two categories--immediate and
delayed rewards (Dowling et al., 1997). Additionally, they classified type of reward into
two categories--related and unrelated reward. Related rewards refer to the benefits that
support the value of the core product or service; unrelated rewards refer to the benefits
with no connection between core services. Dowling et al. also asserted that immediate
and direct rewards would be more preferable in that they enhance customers’ value
perceptions toward the core product more than indirect rewards.

2.4

Hypotheses development

Based on behavioral learning theory, Rothschild et al., (1981) and Dowling et al.,
(1997) claimed that customers prefer related rewards more than unrelated rewards.
Supported by recent empirical studies, it was found that customers prefer related over
unrelated rewards (Keh et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2000). Nunes et al. identified that a
bundle of direct rewards enhanced perceived value of the product and the size of the
consumer’s expense more than indirect rewards. Further, Zhang et al. (2000) found that
the sales impact and the sales on discount were higher for front-loaded (i.e., immediate
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benefit upon purchase) promotions than for rear-loaded (i.e., rewarding consumer on a
future purchase) promotions. Consequently, it is hypothesized that customers prefer
related rewards more than unrelated rewards in the hotel loyalty program.

Hypothesis 1. Related rewards increase the chance of booking more than unrelated
rewards

Along with the assertions of Rothschild et al., (1981) and Dowling et al., (1997),
empirical evidence has found that customers tend to prefer delayed reward to immediate
reward when the delayed reward is of a higher value (Kivetz. 2003). Specifically, when
the value of the reward was only a small fraction of the total value of the product or
service, consumers preferred postponing the reward until later, if the delayed reward
offers a higher value than the immediate reward (Keh et al, 2006). In terms of mental
accounting, Soman (1998) revealed that the delay between consumers’ choice and
redemption tends to cause them to underweight the future effort of redemption. In
addition, in research conducted for a grocery store’s loyalty program, customers preferred
delayed rewards more than immediate rewards, for example, saving points that can be
redeemed in the future (Lal et al., 2003).
However, a hotel room carries a higher level of risk for customers than other
products (Fyall et al., 2004). A hotel room is often more expensive than retail items. In
addition, due to the characteristics of service products, a hotel room can be experienced
only after the point of purchase. Further, hotel rooms cannot be stored or reused
(perishability). In addition, it is not clear that customers will visit the same brand hotel
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again. Normally, in hotel loyalty programs, customers would have to invest greater time
and money to accumulate reward points for greater rewards. From a mental accounting
prospect, customers avoid investments that they perceive to have high risk (Kahneman et
al., 1979). Therefore, the result may be different from the prior studies that were not
conducted in the service industry. Accordingly, it is hypothesized that customers prefer
immediate rewards more than delayed rewards.

Hypothesis 2. Immediate rewards increase the chance of booking more than delayed
rewards.

In addition to the type and timing of the reward, Dowling and Uncles (1997)
claimed that value perceptions would vary with the customers’ involvement. Specifically,
they asserted that under a low involvement condition, value perception of the loyalty
program does not necessarily convert into brand loyalty. This is because customers tend
to obtain value from the loyalty program rather than from a product. In other words, a
customer may prefer program loyalty, not brand loyalty. Rothschild and Gaidis (1981)
mentioned that incentives offered by the loyalty program might provoke loyalty to the
program rather than to the core product. Therefore, the deal may induce customers to
switch the brand because the deal is likely to be more reinforcing than the product itself.
Similarly, from the prior study, the incentive was the main reason for consumers'
purchase behavior (Scott, 1976). Oppositely, under a high involvement condition,
customers participate more actively in an information search, and information about the
type of reward becomes more important because of its high relevance to value perception
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(Yi et al., 2003). As consumers are likely to pay more attention to the purchase of a
product, direct rewards that are related to the value proposition of a product are likely to
receive more attention than indirect rewards. Therefore, it is hypothesized that in hotel
loyalty programs, high-involved customers (e.g. premium level customers) prefer related
rewards more than low-involved customers (e.g., introductory level customers).

Hypothesis 3. The effect of related rewards on increasing the chance of booking is
stronger for consumers on a high reward program tier than those on a low reward
program tier.

Further, under the low involvement condition, based on the behavioral learning
theory, it suggests that the value of the reward is derived from the attributes of incentives
and not the product itself (Rothschild and Gaidis 1981). The product itself is relatively
not important to customers, and the timing of reward is likely to become an important
factor in harnessing the customers’ value perception. In particular, immediate rewards
would be preferable to delayed rewards. Thus, we hypothesize that the loyalty program’s
preference of timing differs depending on the customer’s involvement. Hence,

Hypothesis 4. The effect of immediate rewards on increasing the chance of booking is
stronger for consumers on a low reward program tier than those on a high reward
program tier.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS

3.1

Procedures

This study was designed with two stages to achieve the objectives of the study. In
stage one, we reviewed the rewards being offered by hotels and third-party websites. In
stage two, a self-administered survey questionnaire was developed to explore how loyalty
program attributes affect consumer’s booking choice. First, to identify the rewards being
offered by hotels and third-party websites, we selected three major hotel groups and three
major OTAs. Offered rewards from hotels and OTAs were classified into four categories
based on Dowling and Uncles’s (1997) framework of types of reward. In stage two, a
self-administered survey questionnaire was constructed to identify the effect of loyalty
program attributes on consumer’s booking choice. The survey questionnaire was
developed from the literature review. The questionnaire encompassed six categories:
participants’ travel information (three items), online booking information (two items),
hotel loyalty program experience in the past (six items), perceptions toward the hotel
loyalty program (six items), multiple choice questions among three hotel booking
alternatives (seven items), and demographic questions (7 items). Questions for each
category and treatments for choice-based conjoint questions are mentioned in this chapter.
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3.2

Procedures of Investigating the Current Rewards Offered

To identify the rewards being offered by hotels and third-party websites, we
selected five major hotel groups and four major OTAs. Hotel groups were chosen based
on the “The best hotel loyalty programs” from Conde Nast Traveler magazine (Conde
Nast, 2013), namely Hyatt Gold Passport, Starwood Preferred Guest, Hilton HHonors,
Marriott Rewards, and IHG Rewards. For third party websites, the four most popular
websites in the first quarter of 2012 were selected from Statistic Brain’s report (2013) and
are as follows: Booking.com, Expedia, Priceline and Orbitz. However, among selected
OTAs, Booking.com and Priceline.com do not have a specified rewards program. Thus,
the next most popular websites, Hotels.com, and Travelocity were selected. Further,
based on prior studies of loyalty programs (Dowling et al., 1997; Kivetz, 2003; Kivetz,
2005; Yi et al., 2003), the concept of reward type and reward timing were adopted to
develop a typology of reward attributes of loyalty programs for hotels and OTAs. Offered
rewards from hotels and OTAs were classified into four categories based on Dowling and
Uncles’s (1997) types of reward schemes to easily identify what rewards are provided to
the customers.

3.3

Methodology for consumer survey and choice based conjoint analysis
3.3.1

Survey Design

3.3.1.1 Sample and data collection
To achieve the objectives of this study, a self-administered questionnaire was
developed and an online research company, Amazon Mechanical Turk, was used to
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conduct a web-based survey for data collection. Members of the survey company who are
living in the United States and are over 18 years of age voluntarily participated in this
study. Specifically, respondents were asked whether they are members of certain hotel
loyalty programs before the participation to recruit only the members of the hotel loyalty
programs. For high quality responses, two screening questions, asking whether
respondents participate in any kind of hotel loyalty program and the name of the
destination that was mentioned in the scenario were included in the questionnaire to make
sure that only people of interest participate in the survey. The survey for this research was
voluntary, anonymous, and the participants were able to stop at any time if necessary.
Further, participants could skip any question they did not want to answer. $0.30 of ecurrency was given from the research company to each participant who completed the
survey. The survey included 24 questions and took approximately 10 to 15 minutes to
complete. The data were collected from Mar 7, 2014 through Mar 17, 2014.

3.3.1.2 Travel and Online Booking Information
To identify participants’ travel characteristics, frequency of their trips in a year,
common purpose of their trips, and their preferred type of hotel were asked in the survey.
As many researchers identified that traveler’s travel behavior differs significantly
depending on the purpose of their trip (Crompton, 1979; Handy, 1996; Lehto et al., 2001),
participants were asked to chose their common purpose of trips among four categories
proposed by Nesbit (1973). Six chain scales (luxury, upper upscale, upscale, upper
midscale, midscale, and economy) were adopted from a prior study (Zhang et al., 2012),
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and the Smith Travel Research (STR) classification system for chain-affiliated hotels was
used to identify participants’ preferred hotel scale. In addition, for participants’ online
booking behavior, the amount of time spent searching for hotel information online and
frequency of online booking for hotel rooms were incorporated into the survey.

3.3.1.3 Hotel Loyalty Program Experience
For respondents’ hotel loyalty program experience, they were first asked if they
belonged to any hotel loyalty program. If participants answered yes, they were asked to
indicate all hotel loyalty programs in which they participate. To see the moderating effect
of consumer’s involvement, the tier level of their hotel loyalty program, namely,
introductory, intermediate, and premium, was asked. Further, in the survey, participants’
preferred hotel loyalty program, tier level, point redemption experience, and the influence
of the hotel loyalty program on their hotel booking choice was examined. The item was
the following: “I will choose to book on the hotel website over an online travel agent
website because of my membership of the loyalty program.” The item was assessed on a
seven-point Likert scale with 1 equal to ‘Not at all’ and 7 to ‘Very Much.’ Further, five
categories of perceptions toward the hotel loyalty program were adopted from O’Brien
and Jones (1995) and Yi et al. (2003). Categories of cash value, relevance, aspirational
value, redemption choice, and convenience dimensions were used to measure customer’s
perception toward the hotel loyalty program. The five items were as follows: “The
program rewards have high cash value,” “It is highly likely to get the rewards from the
hotel loyalty program,” “The rewards are what I have wanted,” “The rewards include a
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wide range of products,” and “It is convenient to exchange points for products or
services.” The levels of agreement to perceptions toward the loyalty program were
assessed on a seven-point Likert scale with 1 equal to ‘Not at all’ and 7 to ‘Very Much.’

3.3.1.4 Hotel booking scenario
In selecting a travel occasion for the scenario, it is important to evoke the same
feelings about leisure travel across participants. Taking a summer vacation as a reward
for working hard all year long is common in the American culture. Thus, summer
vacation was employed as the travel context for the scenario. Further, a pretest was
conducted to decide which destination to include in the scenario. Fifty conveniently
selected students at a Mid-western university in the U.S. were asked to rate their
familiarity (1 = ‘not familiar at all’ and 7 = ‘very much familiar’) with 10 preselected
destinations. These destinations were selected after reviewing the article, ‘America’s 10
Most Popular Summer Vacation Destinations’ from DailyFinance.com. (2011). Further,
each participant was asked to choose the most desirable/undesirable place to visit for
summer vacation. From the result, participants rated Orlando as the most desirable
destination to visit (48 %). Thus, Orlando, Florida, was selected as the destination for
summer vacation in the scenario.
According to statistics from Business Wire (2013), seven out of ten American
travelers (71%) planned to spend between about $100 to $200 per night for a hotel room
during their summer vacation in 2012. Smith Travel Research divided hotel scales into
six categories, namely, luxury, upper upscale, upscale, upper midscale, midscale without
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food and beverage, and economy scale. Further, according to the report from STR (2013),
revenue per available room (RevPAR) ranged from $94.22 to $133.48 during June, July,
and August 2013. Thus, because a majority of American travelers planned to spend
approximately in this range for a hotel room, the category of upper upscale hotel was
selected for the study. The actual scenario used for this study is provided in Figure. 1.

Image you are planning a vacation to Orlando, Florida. You have
decided to stay in an upper up scale hotel named Orlando Resort Florida. One
of the reasons you chose this hotel is that you are a member of their loyalty
program. After searching the hotel on a meta-search site (e.g., Kayak.com or
Google Hotel Finder), you found several options to book your target hotel.
These options are different in terms of booking through a hotel website directly
or booking through online travel agencies, room rates, and types of rewards
offered.
Figure 1. Online Booking Scenario

3.3.1.5 Choice-based conjoint questions
To determine what combination of reward attributes are most influential on a
respondent’s choice in making a decision for booking a hotel room, choice-based
conjoint questions were used in the survey. The underlying theory of conjoint analysis
holds that buyers view products as composed of various attributes and levels (Orme,
2002). Therefore, two loyalty reward attributes were selected to cover the full range of
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the loyalty program rewards. Based on prior studies of loyalty program (Dowling et al.,
1997; Keh et al., 2006; Kivetz, 2003; Rothchild et al., 1981) and from guidelines of
attribute selection, attributes that can directly compare objects and explain mutually
exclusive characteristics were selected, namely, type and timing of the reward. Further,
based on prior studies, two levels for type and timing of rewards were adopted in this
study. Types of rewards are distinguished by the relatedness of the reward to the core
service and time of redemption (Dowling et al., 1997; Keh et al., 2006; Kivetz, 2003;
Rothchild et al., 1981). In addition, to identify which attributes increase participants’
willingness to book on the hotel website over an OTA, the source of booking (direct
booking vs. booking on OTAs) and room rates were adopted in the study.
In determining the price range for the product, French et al. (2001) indicated that
a 10% discount increased sales in vending machines. Later, Horgan et al. (2002) found a
significant increase in sales at 25% discount from the original price of the food product in
the restaurant. They insisted that a small price decrease, such as a 20% to 30% discount,
is the optimal point for restaurant owners to meet the balance between profit margin and
sales increase. As the significant point for discounted price varies, we conducted a pretest with 30 participants to see how customers feel about the price change. With 25% of
the average room rate, utility values and importance scores were relatively high at the
lowest room rate compared to the highest room rate. It was difficult for detailed analysis
for the room rate. Thus, following French et al. (2001), 10% of the average amount of
average daily rate (ADR) for luxury, upper upscale, and upscale hotels in Florida during
June, July, and August 2013 (STR, 2013) was chosen as a price difference for the room
rate. The price range also fulfilled the average amount American travelers spent per night
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for hotel rooms during summer vacation. Therefore, the design for the choice-based
conjoint questionnaire was 2 (source of booking: direct booking or booking on OTAs) ×
2 (type of reward: related or unrelated) × 2 (timing of reward: immediate or delayed) × 4
(room rate: $120, $125, $130, and $135).
Based on these four attributes and ten levels, the total number of possible
combinations is 2 × 2 × 2 × 4 = 32. In the design of this study, showing all possible
combinations of alternatives (32) at one time is too many for respondents to make their
choices. Therefore, an optimal number of choice sets were extracted for each participant
by using the balanced overlap method (randomized design) rather than orthogonal design.
Many researchers (Hensher et al., 2005; Wittink et al., 1989) have preferred to extract an
optimal number of alternatives from the factorial design by using orthogonal designs.
Such designs employ a fixed version of the questionnaire that is seen by all respondents
(Orme, 2002). However, although constructing choice tasks randomly is not as efficient
as orthogonal designs, randomized designs may be robust in the estimation of all effects
of attributes and levels. Thus, based on all possible combinations from four attributes and
ten levels, Discover Sawtooth, a conjoint software package, randomly extracted seven
choice sets consisting of three alternative cards with a none option for each respondent.
In each choice set, participants were to choose one product they were most likely to
purchase.
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Figure 2 An Example of Choice Based Conjoint Question
3.3.2

Data Analysis

The collected data were statistically analyzed by using SPSS 20.0 (Statistical
Packages for the Social Science), Microsoft Excel, SSI Web 8.2.4, and Discover
Sawtooth (beta version). The analytical methods included descriptive statistics, conjoint
analysis, and logistic regression.

3.3.2.1 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics were examined to identify respondents’ demographic
profiles including gender, age, marital status, household size, occupation, education, and
the household income. Descriptive statistics were also used for respondent’s travel and
online booking information, such as frequency of travel in a year, common purpose of
trips, preferred hotel scale, time spent searching for hotel information online, frequency
of booking hotel rooms online, preferred hotel loyalty program, level of participant’s
favorite hotel loyalty program, and point redemption experience in the past. Frequency
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and percentage were calculated for each variable. Mean scores were also calculated for
participant’s perceptions toward their favorite hotel loyalty program.

3.3.2.2 Conjoint Analysis
Discover Sawtooth, a conjoint software package, was used in this research study
to identify customer preference for all loyalty program attribute levels (partial utility
scores). The relative importance for each attribute in booking choice was calculated.
Sensitivity analysis was also conducted in this study to identify how hotels can improve a
loyalty program.
First, to identify customer preference for all loyalty attributes, partial utility scores
were assessed. Conjoint analysis is based on the economics theory that total utility of the
product equals the sum of all partial utilities (Louviere, 1988). This means that buyers
view products as composed of various attributes and levels and assign a certain utility (or
value) to those subsets of the product. Thus, total utility of the product can be obtained by
summing up all the partial utilities of the subsets. By using effect coding, utility scores
were scaled to sum to zero within each attribute. After we obtained utility scores for each
attribute, we identified customers’ preference toward levels within each attribute (type of
reward and timing of redemption). However, due to the arbitrary origin within each
attribute, we cannot directly compare values between attributes. Further, even comparing
within the same attributes, one should be careful in comparing with utility scores because
interval data do not support ratio operations (Orme, 2002). In addition, a negative utility
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value does not indicate that those levels are unattractive. It can be interpreted that, all else
being equal, other levels are better.
Relative importance values for respondents with different demographics, online
booking, and hotel loyalty program usage characteristics were also measured. The
relative importance of each attribute in the booking decision was calculated by examining
the difference between the lowest and highest utilities across all levels of the attribute.
The range is the maximum impact that the attribute can contribute to a product.
Following Orme (2002), a set of attribute importance values were obtained that add to
100 percent. Further, by computing importance values for participants individually and
then averaging them, we assessed attribute importance values for different demographics
and online booking characteristics. We also obtained relative importance scores by
respondent’s hotel loyalty program information.
In addition, following Orme (2002), sensitivity analysis (market simulation) was
assessed. In sensitivity analysis, we saw how schemes of loyalty programs affect the
market share. In other words, how hotels or OTAs can improve their loyalty programs
were identified by changing attribute levels one at a time. To make it more realistic, we
conducted a competition with an OTA’s product and ran simulations. A product of hotel
and OTA were specified with different levels of attributes based on the current state of
reward provided in the market. Then, we changed attributes one level at a time, while
holding other attributes constant. We repeated this process to capture the incremental
effect of each attribute level upon product choice. Also, we changed the room rate from
$120 to $135 to assess customers’ price sensitivity.
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3.3.2.3 Hypotheses Testing
To test hypotheses, logistic regression was used in the study. It was because
customers’ choice is a categorical variable and having a categorical variable violates the
assumption of linearity in normal regression. Logistic regression deals with this problem
by using logarithmic transformation on the dependent variable that allows us to model a
nonlinear association in a linear way (DeMaris, 1992). As logistic regression is a type of
regression analysis used to predict the outcome of a categorical dependent variable based
on predictor variables, it has been widely used in discrete choice studies to identify the
factors influencing respondents’ selection of discrete categories of dependent variables
(DeMaris, 1992; Hibe, 2009). The logistic regression model is based on the concept of
utility-maximizing behavior of the decision maker (McFadden, 1978). It indicates that in
a given scenario, rational economic individual respondents are expected to choose the
hotel booking option that provides the greatest utility. Thus, they will choose if the utility
of the one option is greater than that of the other booking option.
In logistic regression, coefficients are the values for the logistic regression
equation for predicting the dependent variable from the independent variable (Bruin,
2006). As they are in log-odds units, in interpreting the result of logistic regression, the
coefficient for the independent variable estimates the change in the dependent variable
for any one-unit increase in the independent variable (Grimm et al., 1995). Thus, in this
study, coefficients infer change in the customers’ choice for any one-unit increase (e.g.,
unrelated reward to related reward or delayed reward to immediate redemption) in the
reward attribute.
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We designed two stages to test our hypotheses. In stage one, we tested hypothesis
1 and 2 together in the same logit model to see if related and immediate rewards increase
the chance of booking. The binary dependent variable was the respondent’s choice (i.e.,
whether respondents’ choose the product or not) and the independent variables were
reward attributes (type and timing). The price (room rate) was included as the control
variable. In stage two, hypothesis 3 and 4 were also tested together in two steps to
identify which attribute level increased the chance of booking by tier of reward program
(involvement). In step one, we checked the interaction between attributes and
involvement (respondent’s tier of the program). In this stage, customer choice was set as
a dependent variable. Attributes and involvement were set as independent variables. In
stage two, we first compared the difference between the related reward-high involved
group and the related rewards-low involved group. Then we compared between the
immediate-low involved group and the immediate reward-high involved group.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

4.1

Rewards Offered by Hotels and OTAs

Researchers collected rewards data from five hotels and OTAs to identify the
current state of rewards provided from hotels and OTAs loyalty programs. A total of 162
reward items were collected from hotel loyalty programs, and 37 reward items were
collected from OTA loyalty programs. Collected data was classified into four categories
based on Dowling and Uncles’s types of reward schemes (1997) and are listed from
Table 2.1 to Table 2.6.
The results showed that rewards from hotel and OTA loyalty programs are mostly
focused on related rewards. Four fifths of hotel loyalty programs offered related and
delayed rewards and the ratio between related and immediate rewards and related and
delayed rewards of the other loyalty program (IHG) was the same. On the contrary,
almost half of OTA’s rewards were focused on related and immediate rewards. It seemed
that hotels are offering relatively more delayed rewards than OTAs. In addition, a decent
number of rewards from the hotel loyalty programs could be redeemed in the upper tier
of the loyalty program, while OTA’s seemed to offer rewards regardless of program tier
than hotel loyalty programs. Therefore, as the rate parity is commonly observed across
booking channels (Thompson et al., 2005) and both channels are offering more related
rewards compared to unrelated rewards, it can be inferred that customers’ choice will be
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differentiated depending on timing of redemption and booking channel. Further, as prior
study indicated that customers prefer delayed reward to immediate reward (Zhang et al.,
2000), it can be asserted that hotel loyalty programs are in a disadvantaged situation due
to delayed rewards.

Table 4.1 Reward Classifications of Hilton HHonors
Rewards
Related and Immediate
Book rooms using a combination of points and money
Buy, give, receive points across members
Quick reservations and check-ins
Late check-out
Spouse stays free
Free fitness center and fitness club access
Related and delayed
Free night with no blackout dates
Room upgrade by using points
5th night free
Additional points
Express check-out
Two free bottles of water per stay
eCheck-In
Free In-room internet access
Space-available upgrade to a preferred room
Up to 1,000 HHonors Bonus Points per stay or one in-room movie per stay
Free continental breakfast for two
Free snack/refreshment
Hot Cooked-to-Order Breakfast for two
Two bottles of water and cookies per stay
48 hour room guarantee
Executive floor lounge access
Unrelated and Immediate
Earn airline mileage per dollar spent on Marriott Properties
Discounts for car rentals
Earn points for booking a cruise
Earn points by using partnered credit cards
Earn points with every purchase at partnered shops
Exchange points with airline, rail, and credit card points
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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Table 4.1 Continued
Rewards
Unrelated and Immediate
Earn airline mileage per dollar spent on Marriott Properties
Discounts for car rentals
Earn points for booking a cruise
Earn points by using partnered credit cards
Earn points with every purchase at partnered shops
Exchange points with airline, rail, and credit card points
Unrelated and delayed
Redeem points for car rentals or limo ride.
Redeem points for booking a cruise
Redeem rewards with partnered shops and theme parks
Donate points to charities
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
Table 4.2 Reward Classifications of Marriott Rewards
Rewards
Related and Immediate
Purchase or transfer points between members
Customer preferences remembered
Dedicated customer service line
Additional discount on converting points to miles
Member exclusive rates
Additional points offers
Priority check-in
Instant point redemption
Can book rooms using a combination of points and money
Related and delayed
Free nights with no blackout dates
Room upgrade by using points
Can use points for dinner, cocktails, massage, or golf
Extra day of vacations
Fewer points for free nights for free nights during selected seasons
5th night free
Marriott gift cards for hotel stays, golf, spa, and dining
Bonus points for stays
Elite reservation line
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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Table 4.2 Continued
Rewards
Related and delayed
Exclusive guest services line
Ultimate reservation guarantee
Silver exclusive elite offers
Priority late check-out
Weekend discounts
Elite-only rewards
Silver customized rewards
Gold exclusive elite offers
Gold customized rewards
Free internet access
Complimentary room upgrade
Guaranteed room type
Free breakfast, snacks and beverages in the lounge or bonus points
Free local phone and free local fax
Discounted long-distance phone calls
Platinum exclusive elite offers
Platinum customized rewards
48-Hour guaranteed availability
Dedicated platinum reservation line
Complimentary Mileageplus premier silver status
Guaranteed platinum arrival gift
Unrelated and Immediate
Discount or earn points on car rental service
Bonus points when using partnered companies
Earn points by using Marriott credit cards
Additional airline mileage offers
Non-Marriott reward deals
Unrelated and delayed
Redeem points for electronics, accessories, clothes, and etc.
Redeem points for digital books, music, movies and apps
Redeem points for sports, theater, concerts, or special event tickets
Redeem points for shopping vouchers that can be used in other countries
Redeem points for flights, car rentals, and cruise
Redeem points for Travel packages
Redeem points for destination attractions
Contribute points to medical charities, disaster relief and other organizations
Hertz (car rental) gold membership
Gift shop discount
Complimentary Mileageplus premier silver status
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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Table 4.3 Reward Classifications of IHG Rewards Club
Rewards
Related and Immediate
Points never expire
Extended check out
Complimentary weekday newspaper
Exclusive toll-free service line
Special offers and discounts
Free Internet
Can use a combination of points and cash for hotel rooms
Special rates and hotel deals for who are affiliated with certain programs and partners
Points and Cash for hotel booking
Buy, Gift, or Transfer Points
Related and delayed
Free nights with no blackout dates
Free nights with no blackout dates.
Can redeem points at competitors’ hotels
No blackout dates for reward nights
Donate Points
Priority check-in
Bonus earnings on top of base points
Elite rollover nights
Complimentary room upgrades
Guaranteed room availability
Unrelated and Immediate
Collect points or miles
Additional points when using partnered credit card
Special offers and discounts with partnered companies
Meetings & events assistance
Earn points through partnered companies
Unrelated and delayed
Redeem points for gift cards from retailers and restaurants
Redeem points for airline tickets
Can redeem points at competitors’ hotels
Redeem points for retail merchandise, or shopping, dining, and entertainment
Redeem points for gift certificates at partnered shops
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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Table 4.4 Reward Classifications of Hyatt Gold Passport
Rewards
Related and Immediate
Book rooms using a combination of points and money
Purchase or transfer points between members
Discounted room rates and bonus point offers
Related and delayed
Free nights with no blackout dates
Room upgrade by using points
Redeem points for free meals
Redeem points for spa treatments
Additional points
Complimentary in-room Internet access
Guaranteed 48-hour room availability
Guaranteed 72-hour room availability
Four suite upgrades annually
In-room movies, parking, transportation
Best room available upon arrival, excluding suites
Complimentary continental breakfast and evening hors d’oeuvres
Bonus points or food and beverage amenity during each stay
Nightly room refresh
Confirmed bed type at check-in
Expedite check-in at a dedicated area
Late check out
Hotel reservations through an exclusive line
Unrelated and Immediate
Earn miles for Hyatt stays with partnered travel companies
Bonus points for car rentals with Avis
Earn credits with Travel Partners or M life Tier Credits for Hyatt stays
Unrelated and delayed
Redeem rewards with partnered companies
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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Table 4.5 Reward Classifications of Starwood Preferred Guest
Rewards
Related and Immediate
Can book rooms using a combination of points and money
Member exclusive offers
Purchase or transfer points between members
Related and delayed
Free nights with no blackout dates
5th night free
Room upgrade by using points
Redeem points for breakfast
Room upgrades by using points
Bonus points for stays
Late check-out
Enhanced room at check-in
Bonus points, free internet access, free breakfast or complimentary beverage
Additional points for every dollar spent on partnered airline company
Complimentary room upgrades
Club and executive level privileges
72 hours guaranteed room availability
Unrelated and Immediate
Bonus points when using partnered companies
Bid on event tickets
Transfer points to airline mileages
Invitation to music, sports, or cultural events
Unrelated and delayed
Redeem points for flights
Redeem points for train trips
Contribute points to medical charities
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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Table 4.6 Reward Classifications of OTA Rewards Programs
Rewards
Related and Immediate
Can use points for other people
Additional points on hotel bookings
Can book rooms using a combination of points and money
24-hour advance notice on deals
Exclusive offers and promotions
Dedicated 1-800 line
Best price guarantee
Bonus points after first purchase
Additional points after spending $1,000 on purchases
Extra points when purchase with partnered credit cards
Best price guarantee
Save your favorite hotels and destinations for easy access
Related and delayed
Redeem points for hotel rooms
1 FREE night for every 10 nights
Flexible check-in and check-out for selected hotels
Free hotel room upgrades at VIP access hotels
Free hotel amenities: spa discounts and free drinks
Customer service priority access
All-star hotel benefits (room upgrades, free internet access, or free breakfast)
Personal concierge service
Member exclusive deals
Minimized hotel changes or cancellation fees
Early access to deals and promotions
Unrelated and Immediate
Can also earn air mileages simultaneously
Additional points when booking hotel and airline together
Unrelated and delayed
Donate points to charity
Can redeem points for flights, tour packages or activities
Note: The rewards that can be redeemed under intermediate and premium levels are
shown in bold.
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4.2

Descriptive Statistics

A total of 554 members of online survey company who are living in the United
States and are over 18 years of age participated in this study. 101 respondents who did
not complete CBC questionnaires and left the survey were filtered from the study. Further,
147 participants who did not give the correct answer to screening questions were also
excluded from the research study. Thus, a total of 306 responses were used for further
data analysis.

4.2.1

Profile of Respondents

Among 306 respondents, 55.9% (n=171) were male and 44.1% were female
(n=135). It seemed that roughly equal numbers of male and female respondents
participated in this study. The results indicate that the respondents were relatively young
with majority of respondents were in between 22 and 49 years old (n=251). Regarding
marital status, 43.1% (n=134) of participants were single, and 36.0% (n=112) stated that
they were married and living with children. In terms of education level, respondents
seemed to be highly educated group, with majority of the respondents (85.6%) holding at
least some college degree (A.A/ A.S). For employment status, more than half of the
respondents (57.9%) were full time workers (n=180), followed by 13.2% of selfemployed workers. Regarding annual household income, 32.5% of respondents earned
from $25,000 to $50.000, and 56.2% earned at least $50,000. Compared to average
annual household income in the U.S. in 2012 ($51,371) (Census.gov, 2013), it seemed
that majority of the participants were from middle-class background. Information of
demographic characteristics of respondents is provided in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Profile of Respondents Sample
Question
Frequency Percent (%)
Gender
Male
171
55.9
Female
135
44.1
Age (years)
18-21
11
3.6
22-29
116
37.9
30-49
135
44.1
50-64
38
12.4
65
6
2.0
Marital status
Single
134
43.8
Married without children
32
10.5
Married with children
112
36.6
Divorced or separated
24
7.8
Other
4
1.3
Size of the household
One
58
19.0
Two
85
27.8
Three
80
26.1
Four
52
17
Five
17
5.6
Six or more
14
4.5
Level of education
High-school or less
44
14.4
Associate or some college degree
80
26.1
Four-year college
127
41.5
Postgraduate degree
55
18.0
Employment status
Part time
38
12.4
Full time
180
58.8
Self-employed
41
13.4
Retired
8
2.6
Student
18
5.9
Other
21
6.9
Annual household income Less than $25,000
39
12.7
$25,000 - $49,999
101
33.0
$50,000 - $74,999
73
23.9
$75,000 - $99,999
48
15.7
$100,000 or more
45
14.7
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4.2.2

Travel and Online Booking Experience

Almost half of the respondents (49.3%) responded that they travel 3 to 5 times in
a year. In terms of their most common purpose of trips, 56.2% were leisure travels.
Regarding preferred hotel scale, 29.1% of the participants preferred upper midscale
(n=89), followed by 21.9% upper upscale hotels (n=67). For average time spent searching
for hotel information on the Internet, more than half of the participants (52.9%) spent 1 to
3 hours searching for hotel information online (n=162). For the frequency of booking
hotel rooms online, more than half of the respondents (57.5%) answered that they book
all of their hotel rooms online (n=176), and 31.4% responded that they book hotel rooms
for more than half of the trips online (n=96).
Compare to general profiles of domestic visitors to Orlando in 2011, 87% were
leisure travelers (Visitorlando.com, 2014). In addition, American travelers planned to
spend between about $100 to $200 per night for a hotel room during their summer
vacation in 2012 (Business wire, 2013). Thus, the sample seemed to be comparable to
general characteristics of domestic travelers in terms of travel purpose and preferred hotel
scale.

4.2.3

Hotel Loyalty Program Experience of Participants

For participants’ hotel loyalty program experience, seemed that majority of the
participants (82%) were in five selected hotel loyalty programs in this study. Among five
hotel loyalty programs, 36.3% of the respondents preferred Marriott Rewards (n=111),
followed by Hilton HHonors (29.1%), Starwood Preferred Guest (9.5%), Intercontinental
Rewards Club (4.9%), and Hyatt Gold Passport (2.3%). Regarding most affiliated hotel
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loyalty program, 456 responses were created among 306 participants. Marriott Rewards
(32.2%) was the most affiliated program (n=147), followed by Hilton HHonors (28.1%),
Starwood Preferred Guest (9.9%), IHG Rewards Club (7.5%), and Hyatt Gold Passport
(6.8%). In sum, participants’ most preferred hotel loyalty program and affiliated loyalty
programs were comparable.
In terms of participant’s level of favorite hotel loyalty program, more than half of
the participants (54.1%) were in the introductory level (n=138), followed by 43.1% of
intermediate level (n=132) and 11.8% of premium level (n=36). For the point redemption
experience for products or services, 51.6% of the participants responded that they had
experienced at least once (n=158), while 48.4% of the respondents had not experienced
the point redemption (n=148). In terms of the mean score of participants’ favorite hotel
loyalty program, the item “The program motivates me to book more often on their hotel
websites than on online travel agencies” showed the highest mean with 5.46, followed by
“It is convenient to exchange points for products or services” with 5.10. The item, “The
program rewards have high cash value” got the lowest mean score (4.21), followed by
“The rewards include a wide range of products” with 4.52. Travel, online booking, and
hotel loyalty program information of the respondents are provided in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8 Travel Information of Respondents Sample
Question
Frequency
Frequency of travel in a year
1 - 2 times
68
3 - 5 times
151
6 - 10 times
59
More than 10 times
28
Common purpose of trips
Leisure trip
172
Business trip
72
Visiting friends and relatives
62
Other
0
Preferred hotel scale
Luxury
22
Upper upscale
67
Upscale
58
Upper midscale
89
Midscale
55
Economy
14
Independent
1
Time spent searching online
Less than 1 hour
107
1 - 3 hours
162
4 - 6 hours
28
7 hours or more
9
Frequency of booking online
All trips
176
More than half of the trips
96
Less than half of the trips
27
Almost never
7
Preferred hotel loyalty program
Hilton HHonors
89
Marriott Rewards
111
Starwood Preferred Guest
29
Hyatt Gold Passport
7
Intercontinental Rewards Club
15
Other
55

Percent (%)
22.2
49.3
19.3
9.2
56.2
23.5
20.3
0.0
7.2
21.9
19.0
29.1
18.0
4.6
0.3
35.0
52.9
9.2
2.9
57.5
31.4
8.8
2.3
29.1
36.3
9.5
2.3
4.9
18
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Table 4.8 Continued
Affiliated hotel loyalty programs
Hilton HHonors
Marriott Rewards
Starwood Preferred Guest
Hyatt Gold Passport
Intercontinental Rewards Club
Others
Level of hotel loyalty program
Introductory level
Intermediate level
Premium level
Point redemption experience
Yes
No
4.3

128
147
45
31
34
74

28.1
32.2
9.9
6.8
7.5
15.6

138
132
36

45.1
43.1
11.8

158
148

51.6
48.4

Hypotheses Testing

Hypotheses 1 and 2 address the effect of attributes in customers’ choice. We
hypothesized that related and immediate rewards increase the chance of booking more
than unrelated and delayed rewards. The result showed that type of reward is significant
at the 0.05 level and the coefficient (log odds) was 0.27. It implies that a one unit change
in type of reward (unrelated to related) results in a 0.27 unit change in the log odds of
customers’ choice. This can also be interpreted that when changing from unrelated to
related rewards, the log odds of customers’ choice was increased by 0.266. In addition,
the odds ratio of type of reward was 1.31. Which means related rewards are 1.31 times
more to be customers choice than unrelated rewards. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was supported.
However, as timing of reward was not significant (p>0.05), Hypothesis 2 was not
supported. In sum, the result implies that changing unrelated to related rewards increases
the probability of customer choice. Table 4.9 shows the results for Hypotheses 1 and 2.
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Table 4.9 Results of Logistic Regression: Effect of Attributes on Channel Selection
Choice
Coef.
Std. Err
z
P>|z|
95% conf.
Interval
Type
0.27
0.06
-4.82
0.00
-0.37
-0.16
Time
0.10
0.06
-1.81
0.07
-0.21
0.01
Price1
-0.39
0.07
-5.24
0.00
-0.53
-0.24
Price2
-0.70
0.08
-9.06
0.00
-0.85
-0.55
Price3
-0.86
0.08
-10.85
0.00
-1.02
-0.71
Note: Price1 = $125, price2 = $130, Price3 = $130
Hypotheses 3 and 4 address the moderating role effect of customer involvement
between reward attributes and consumers’ choice. The result showed that involvement
itself has no direct effect on customers’ choice. However, the interaction between type of
reward and involvement was partially significant as an attribute at 0.05 level, but the
interaction between timing of reward and involvement was not significant (p>0.05). The
difference between the related reward-high involved group and the related rewards-low
involved group was also significant (p>0.05) with .48 coefficients. It suggests that the
relationship between related reward and consumer choice differed for those who are in
low involvement and high involvement. Probing the interaction, changes in probability of
choice was plotted (please see Figure 4.1). According to the plot, the change in the
relationship between related rewards and consumer choice is steeper for high-involved
consumers than low involved consumers. Therefore, the third hypothesis was supported.
The comparison between the immediate reward-low involved group and the immediate
reward-high involved group was not significant. In other words, there was no moderating
effect of involvement between type of reward and customer choice. Therefore,
Hypothesis 4 was not supported. Table 4.10 and Figure 4.1 shows the results for
Hypotheses 3 and 4.
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The result implies that the effect of related rewards on increasing the customers’
probability of choice is stronger for consumers on a high reward program tier than those
on a low reward program tier. However, changing the level of timing of redemption did
not increase the probability of choice whether customers were under the high or low
involvement condition. Thus, rather than differentiating timing of redemption by
customer levels in the loyalty program, changing unrelated rewards to related rewards in
the loyalty program is suggested for both hotels and OTAs to increase the chance of
booking.
Table 4.10 Results of Logistic Regression: Effect of Involvement
Choice Coef.
Std. Err
z P>|z|
95% conf.
Interval
Type
0.15
0.08
1.78
0.08
-0.02
0.31
Involvement1
-0.10
0.10
-1.02
0.31
-0.30
0.10
Invovlement2
-0.21
0.16
-1.37
0.17
-0.52
0.09
Time
0.08
0.08
1.03
0.30
-0.08
0.25
Price
-0.30
0.03
-11.63
0.00
-0.35
-0.25
Related X Involve1
0.18
0.12
1.53
0.13
-0.05
0.41
Related X Involve2
0.38
0.18
2.12
0.03
0.03
0.75
Immed X Involve 1
0.02
0.12
0.13
0.90
-0.21
0.24
Immed X Involve 2
0.05
0.18
0.29
0.77
-0.30
0.40
Note: Involvement1 = Intermediate, Involvment2 = premium, referent group = low
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Probability of Choice

1.00
0.75
0.50

low involvement
high involvement

0.25
0.00
unrelated
related
Type of Reward

Figure 3 Changes in Participants’ Probability of Choice
4.4

4.5
4.4.1

Results of Conjoint Analysis
Partial Utility Scores

A first step in the conjoint analysis procedure was to assess partial utilities for
each attribute level. Utility values were measured in the research by using effects coding.
Utilities were scaled to sum to zero within each attribute (see Table 4.9). Among loyalty
program attributes, booking through hotel websites (23.91), earning points for hotel
bookings (45.28), using points immediately (38.73), and the lowest room rate (94.453)
received positive utility scores. The lowest room rate ($120) showed the highest positive
utility score among all attribute levels, followed by related rewards, immediate
redemption, and booking channel. The result can be interpreted that, on average,
customers prefer booking on hotel websites, related rewards, immediate redemption, and
lower room rates. Therefore, offering related rewards and immediate redemption at the
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same time is recommended for hotels and OTAs. However, as the origin of the utility
scale for each attribute is unknown, we cannot directly compare values between attributes.

Attributes
Booking channel
Type of reward
Timing of redemption
Room rate

None

Table 4.11 Partial Utility Scores
Levels
Book through hotel website
Book through online travel agencies
Earn points for hotel bookings
Earn points for flights
Earned points can be used immediately
Earned points can be used starting next visit
$120
$125
$130
$135
None
4.4.2

Utilities
23.91
-23.91
45.28
-45.28
38.73
-38.73
94.53
28.74
-33.64
-89.63
-290.65

Attribute Importance

A second step in the conjoint analysis procedure was to determine the relative
importance of each attribute in the booking decision. By examining the difference
between the lowest and highest utilities across all levels of four attributes, the result (see
Table 4.10) showed that, among four attributes, room rates had the highest average
importance value (46.0%), followed by type of reward (22.6%), timing of redemption
(19.4%), and booking channel (12.0%). According to this result, it seems that room rates,
type of rewards, and timing of redemption are relatively more important than hotel
booking channel. The result can be interpreted that room rate is more than twice as
important as type of reward and nearly four times as important as booking channel. This
means that offering a lower room rate is more important for both hotels and OTAs to
make customers to choose the product than type of rewards, timing of redemption, and
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booking channels. Further, supported by our hypotheses testing, important scores for type
of reward was greater than timing of redemption.
In accordance with findings in Chapter 4.1, customers prefer booking on hotel websites
rather than OTAs. However, the relative importance value for the booking channel had
the lowest value among the four attributes. This means that compared to booking
channels, immediate redemption of rewards or lower room rates are relatively more
important in customers’ booking decisions. Supported by findings of current status of
rewards, it has been identified that a large number of rewards from the hotel loyalty
programs can be received when customers are in the upper tier of the program. Thus,
offering more immediate rewards in the loyalty program is recommended to hotels. In
contrast, OTAs seemed to have advantage over hotels in that they are offering more
immediate redemption to the customers. Thus, hotels should maintain their current
settings of the loyalty program and concentrate on offering more related and immediate
offers. In addition, this result indicates that price is the most important determinant factor
in choosing hotels. Therefore, offering lower room rates for the same product is
recommended for both hotels and OTAs. However, as the room rate parity is commonly
observed across direct (i.e., hotel websites) and indirect channels (i.e., third party
distribution channels) (Thompson et al., 2005), hotels and OTAs should keep their room
rates as similar as possible and focus on enhancing type of rewards and timing of
redemption to create competitive advantage over other competitors.
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Table 4.12 Relative Importance Values
Attributes
Booking channel
Type of reward
Timing of redemption
Room rate

Importance values (%)
11.96
22.64
19.37
46.04

Table 4.11 shows the relative importance for participants with different
demographics characteristics. From the result, room rate was considered the most
important factor in determining the booking decision. We found that male customers
seem to be more price sensitive than female customers. Younger customers under 29
years old seemed to be more price sensitive than older customers. Type of reward was
considered more important than room rate for older customers. Regarding marital status,
single customers seem to care more about timing of redemption than type of reward. In
terms of education, room rate seemed to be more important as customers are more
educated. For employment status, room rate was the top criterion for all customers.
Remarkably, room rate had the highest value for students. Lastly, regarding annual
household income, importance values for room rate decreased as annual household
income increased whereas relative importance scores for type of reward increased.
Relative importance values for respondents with different online booking
characteristics were also assessed (see Table 4.12). From the results, room rate was a top
criterion for all groups. For frequency of visits in a year, room rate had the highest value
regardless of frequency of visits. Interestingly, in terms of common purpose of trips,
people who visit friends and relatives seemed to care more about timing of redemption
than type of reward. For time spent searching for hotel information online, the
importance of the value of timing of redemption increased as information seeking took a
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longer time. Regarding preferred hotel scales, importance of room rate and type of
reward went down as level of hotel scale increased. Customers who prefer high quality
hotels seemed to be less price sensitive than others. In terms of tier level of hotel loyalty
program, although room rate had the highest importance value for all groups, booking
channel seemed to be as important as timing of redemption for premium level customers.
Regarding importance of scores for customers who have experienced point redemption in
the past or have not, timing of redemption was as important as type of rewards for
customers who have not exchanged points for services or products before.
From the results, a different priority of attribute importance in booking decision
was observed depending on segments of customer demographics, online booking
behavior, and loyalty program experience. Thus, it can be inferred that there is a potential
market opportunity for suppliers by offering rewards that meet with their priorities in
their online booking choice. Therefore, it is recommended to both hotels and OTAs to
offer personalized (important) rewards to each segment in their loyalty program or to
focus on suitable target customers for their operations.
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Table 4.13 Relative Importance Scores with Different Demographics
Booking
Type of
Timing of
Variables
Channel
Reward
Redemption
Gender
Male
11.392
20.410
19.109
Female
12.669
25.461
19.694

49.089
42.176

Age
18 - 21 years old
22 - 29 years old
30 - 49 years old
50 - 59 years old
65 years or older

10.792
12.947
11.145
13.045
6.264

16.542
19.064
24.384
26.485
39.284

14.690
19.000
21.029
16.010
18.887

57.976
48.989
43.442
44.460
35.564

Marital status
Single
Married without children
Married with children
Divorced or separated
Other

12.446
9.631
12.822
9.669
3.587

15.817
27.777
26.791
31.712
39.321

22.690
16.562
15.781
22.864
9.920

49.048
46.031
44.605
35.756
47.172

14.949

27.050

17.344

40.657

12.132

22.708

21.443

43.717

9.728
14.447

22.870
18.474

19.929
16.667

47.473
50.413

16.429
10.689
9.973
11.949
12.048

20.131
25.902
20.035
25.457
20.378

20.580
17.423
21.234
17.395
20.928

42.861
45.986
48.759
45.200
46.646

19.391
20.565
19.393
14.161
15.249
14.517

49.830
45.715
42.287
38.585
55.029
44.419

Education
High-school or less
Associate or some
college degree
Four-year college degree
Postgraduate degree
People living in the household
One
Two
Three
Four
Five or more

Employment status
Part time
10.820
19.960
Full time
12.018
21.702
Self-employed
12.912
25.408
Retired
8.266
38.987
Student
8.730
20.991
Other
15.779
25.286
Note: The highest importance score for each attribute is shown is bold

Room
Rate
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Table 4.13 Continued
Variables

Booking
Channel

Type of
Reward

Timing of
Redemption

Household income
Less than $25,000
12.300
17.668
$25,000 - $49,999
13.149
22.258
$50,000 - $74,999
12.306
23.099
$75,000 - $99,999
9.370
26.729
$100,000 or more
11.167
22.689
Note: The highest importance score for each attribute is shown is bold

19.145
20.961
20.109
15.256
19.161

Room
Rate
50.887
43.632
44.485
48.645
46.983

Table 4.14 Relative Importance Scores with Different Travel Characteristics
Variables

Booking
Channel

Type of
Reward

Timing of
Redemption

Frequency of travel in a year
1 -2 times
12.377
21.726
3 - 5 times
11.27
23.081
6 - 10 times
10.528
22.172
More than 10 times
17.637
23.450
Common purpose of trips
Leisure
11.56
22.018
Business
11.569
25.289
Visiting friends and
13.503
21.282
relatives
Time spent searching online
Less than 1 hour
14.034
20.609
1 - 3 hours
9.446
24.294
4 - 6 hours
16.06
21.543
7 hours or more
19.661
20.366
Preferred hotel scale
Luxury
14.080
20.100
Upper upscale
14.576
19.040
Upscale
15.509
25.278
Upper midscale
8.884
23.584
Midscale
8.178
24.165
Economy
16.548
19.337
Independent
0.411
44.498
Note: The highest importance score for each attribute is shown is bold

Room
Rate

19.502
19.274
21.082
15.925

46.395
46.375
46.218
42.988

17.239
20.118

49.184
43.024

24.397

40.818

17.099
20.200
24.556
15.176

48.258
46.060
37.842
44.797

23.812
21.745
19.285
19.799
16.491
11.246
0.411

42.007
44.640
39.928
47.733
51.167
52.869
54.681
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Table 4.14 Continued
Variables

Booking
Channel

Type of
Reward

Timing of
Redemption

Household income
Introductory
10.689
20.677
Intermediate
11.231
24.545
Premium
19.465
23.165
Point redemption experience
Yes
10.545
24.344
No
13.462
20.817
Note: The highest importance score for each attribute is shown is bold
4.4.3

Room
Rate

18.100
20.632
19.587

50.534
43.592
37.784

19.490
19.235

45.621
46.486

Market simulations

We also observed market share based on the estimated market share attained from
market simulation analysis by manipulating attribute levels for hotels and OTA’s loyalty
program. According to the results of the current state of rewards provided from hotels
and OTAs’ loyalty programs in Chapter 4.2, we first set up the base scenario for hotels
and OTAs’ loyalty programs (see Table 4.13). Based on the attribute levels of hotel and
OTAs’ products now being offered, related and delayed rewards and related and
immediate rewards were selected for the hotel loyalty program. In contrast, related
rewards and the immediate redemption scenario were adopted for OTAs’ product.
Further, in the current market, rate parity is becoming normal within and across the
booking channels (Thompson et al., 2005). Thus, room rates for both products were the
same ($135).
From the results, the market share for hotel and OTA products were 42.04% and
57.96% respectively (see Table 4.14). It was shown that customers prefer the OTA
channel rather than the hotels’ direct channel. PhoCusWright (2013), a market research
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group, reported that the market share of OTAs is expanding rapidly in the European
market. They reported that gross bookings of OTAs was 16% in 2012 and projected to
sustain double-digit growth through 2015. Thus, it can be asserted that the base scenario
well reflects the current market situation.

Table 4.15 Base Scenario for Hotel and OTA Products
Attribute
Hotel
OTAs
Booking channel
Book through hotel website Book through online travel agency
Type of reward
Related rewards
Unrelated rewards
Timing of redemption Delayed redemption
Immediate redemption
Room rate
$135
$135
Note: The room rate for each product was defined by average ADR of upper upscale
hotels in Florida

4.4.3.1 When the Room Rate of Current Hotel’s Product is Reduced
This study also simulated the market share when the price of the hotel room rate
is reduced with the base scenario. We reduced the room rate of the hotel product by
$15.00, from $135 to $120. The results showed that a room rate discount for the hotel
product creates an increase for the hotel product from a 42.04% to a 78.31% share (See
Figure 4.1). Especially when the price was decreased for $10.00, from $135 to $125, the
market share for the hotel product (56.46%) moved ahead of the OTA’s product
(43.54%). It can be interpreted that hotels should reduce their room rate nearly $5 to hold
a dominant position in the market. On the contrary, there is an opportunity for OTAs to
increase their product slightly less than $5 because of the immediate redemption.
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Figure 4 Market Share of Products When Hotel Room Rate is Reduced

4.4.3.2 When Hotels Offer Immediate Redemption
From the results of rewards offered by hotels and OTAs, timing of redemption
was the difference between hotels and OTAs’ reward products. Thus, we simulated the
market share by changing the level of the timing of redemption from delayed to
immediate redemption like an OTA’s product. According to the result, it was found that
changing the level of timing of redemption creates an increase for a hotel product from a
42.04% to a 63.52% market share (see Figure 4.2). Conversely, an OTA’s market share
was decreased from 57.96% to 36.48%. From this result, it can be interpreted that when
other conditions are equal, customers will prefer booking on hotel websites rather than on
OTAs. In other words, the booking channel created a difference in the market share.
From this result, it can be inferred that hotels are missing an opportunity to attract
customers because of their delayed rewards. On the contrary, it is suggested that OTAs
should maintain the current directions of their loyalty programs and concentrate on
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enhancing other attributes, such as related offers, immediate redemption, and competitive
price as customers seemed to prefer booking on hotel websites rather than on OTAs. In
addition, although it was found that timing of redemption had no effect on customers’
choice, it can be inferred that timing of redemption effects on selecting booking channels.

Figure 5 Market Share of Products When Hotels Offer Immediate Redemption
We reduced the room rate of the OTA product $5.00 at a time to see how the
effect of booking channel alters with the changes in the room rate. The market share of
the hotel product decreased from 63.52% to 24.72% (see Figure 4.3). Specifically, when
the room rate of the hotel product was $5 more expensive than the OTA’s, the market
share of the OTA product (51.50%) surpassed the share of the hotel product (48.50%).
This can be interpreted that when the room rate is increased by $5.00, customers
preferred booking on OTAs rather than hotel websites. Also it can be inferred that OTAs
may hold a lead in the market if they offer a lower price than hotels. Conversely, even if
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hotels enable customers to redeem rewards immediately, they might lose their superiority
in the market if OTAs offer lower room rates.

Figure 6 Market Share of Products When OTA’s Room Rate is Reduced

4.4.3.3 When Hotels Offer Unrelated Rewards
We also simulated how type of reward change affectf the market share. We first
set up the same condition for hotels and OTAs’ loyalty program, both offering related
and immediate rewards. Then we changed the level of ‘type of rewards’ from related to
unrelated rewards. The result showed that the market share of the hotel product decreased
from 63.52% to 38.71% (see Figure 4.4). On the other hand, the market share of the OTA
product increased from 36.48% to 61.29%.
As found in the relative important scores in Chapter 4.3.2, this result can be
interpreted that customers think the type of reward more important than booking channels.
In addition, when hotels offer unrelated rewards, the market share of the hotel product
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(38.71%) was lower compared to the base scenario (42.04%). This means that the type of
reward has a greater effect on consumers’ choice than timing of redemption. Thus,
although change in both type and timing of rewards increases market share, it is
suggested that hotels and OTAs should put more stress on developing related rewards in
their loyalty programs.

Figure 7 Market Share of Products When Hotels Offer Unrelated Rewards
To see how the effect of type of reward varies with the changes in the room rate,
we reduced the room rate of the hotel product from $135 to $120, $5 at a time. The result
showed that a $15 discount for the hotel product creates an increase for the hotel product
from a 38.71% to a 73.89% share (see Figure 4.5). Specifically, the market share of the
hotel (51.70%) surpassed the share of the OTA (48.30%) when the room rate was $5
cheaper than the OTA product. From this result, it can be interpreted that customers
prefer a discounted product although hotels offer unrelated rewards in their loyalty
program. Further, from the result, it can be inferred that if hotels decide to offer more
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unrelated rewards to the customers, the price of their product should be at least $5
cheaper than OTAs to acquire a higher position in the market.

Figure 8 Market Share of Products When Hotel Room Rate is Reduced
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

5.1

Discussions on Key Findings

The effect of loyalty program scheme has gained great attention in retail markets.
Although distinctive customers’ behaviors are found compared to other industries due to
the unique characteristics of the service products, what rewards customers prefer have
received less attention in the hotel industry. In this research, we identified that related
rewards increase the probability of booking more than unrelated rewards. Further, it was
found that related rewards are more effective in increasing probability of choice when
customers are in a high program tier. However, timing of redemption had no effect on
customers’ choice, even when the customer’s program tier was low. We also found that
customers’ preference toward reward attributes is basically the same as that of other
industries. Further, in contrast to prior retail market studies, we identified some
distinctive features of customer preference toward rewards’ attributes. We found that
customers preferred immediate redemption in hotel and OTAs’ loyalty programs, while
members of grocery stores preferred redeeming rewards later (Lal et al., 2003). Further,
in contrast to Rothschild and Gaidis’ (1981) assertion, the relative importance scores of
timing of redemption for premium level customers were greater than introductory level
customers.
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From this study we found evidence of how to improve a supplier’s loyalty
program by identifying customers’ preference toward rewards’ attributes. Although we
found that customers prefer immediate rewards over delayed rewards, rewards in the
hotel loyalty programs can be redeemed only by intermediate and premium level
customers, not by introductory level customers. However, OTAs offered more related and
immediate rewards than unrelated and delayed rewards. In addition, we found that
customers’ priorities for reward attributes in loyalty programs differ by demographic
characteristics, travel characteristics, and prior experience in loyalty programs. In
addition, from the market simulation, we discovered that changing attribute levels from
unrelated and delayed to related and immediate contributes to gaining the market share.
However, the effect of room rate (e.g., when the competitor offered a lower price) was
greater than the effect of schemes of loyalty programs.
Therefore, researching loyalty program attributes in the hotel industry is
important from a theoretical and managerial perspective. It is because it may help to
identify and understand how customers in the hotel industry react toward loyalty
programs. Also, it may provide a guideline in developing a better product and a better
marketing plan for the loyalty program for suppliers to appeal to their target customers
and to reduce cost in managing their loyalty program.

5.2

Theoretical Implication

This study contributes to the academic literature from a number of perspectives.
First, although the effect of reward schemes in loyalty programs has been extensively
studied in terms of ordinary retail products, there was limited research information in the
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hotel industry. This study confirmed that same customer preference toward loyalty
program rewards appear in the hotel industry. In other words, this research is valuable in
that it identified that customers’ preference toward reward attributes may be consistent
with customers who are members of loyalty program in other industries. Specifically,
partial utility scores of type and timing of rewards show that customers’ preferences
toward reward attributes are not different from other industries. In this sense, this
research suggests that customers perceive rewards the same regardless of the
characteristics of the core product. In addition, as there have been no prior studies to
identify customers’ preference toward rewards of the loyalty program, this research
contributes to the literature by expanding its understanding of the hotel industry.
We also identified the results that are different from the theories and findings that
were reviewed (Dowling et al., 1997; Keh et al., 2006; Kivetz., 2003; Yi et al., 2003).
Contrary to our Hypothesis 4, “Low tier level customers prefer to choose a hotel room
than high tier level customers, when loyalty program rewards can be redeemed
immediately than for delayed rewards,” it was found that there was no moderating effect
of involvement between timing of reward and customer choice. Further, the relative
importance score of timing of redemption for premium level customers was greater than
introductory level customers. This means that high-involved (premium level) customers
are more likely than are low-involved (introductory level) customers to book a hotel
room when loyalty program rewards can be redeemed immediately. This can be
interpreted that low involved customers may prefer accumulating points and redeeming
their points later to be in the higher tier level of the program or to obtain exclusive
rewards that can only be redeemed in the upper level. In contrast to introductory level
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customers, upper level (premium) customers may take offered rewards from the loyalty
program for granted and may enjoy redeeming points for rewards more than lower level
customers. Thus, accumulating points might be less important for high-involved
customers compared to low-involved customers. Further, as the tier of loyalty program
provides customers with a sense of identity (McCall et al., 2010), maintaining the level of
the loyalty program may be more important for high-involved customers. Supported from
the result, the relative importance score of the booking channel (19.465%) was
considered as important as timing of redemption (19.587 %) for premium level customers.
In addition, this research found that customer preference toward timing of
redemption in a loyalty program differs from other industries’ loyalty programs. From the
findings of a prior study conducted in the grocery context, customers who are members
of a grocery store’s loyalty program preferred delayed rewards more than immediate
rewards, such as saving points that can be redeemed in the future (Lal et al., 2003).
However, in this study, customers of hotel loyalty programs preferred redeeming points
immediately more than redeeming points later. The reason why the outcome is
contradictory to the findings of the prior study can be explained by product involvement.
A hotel room carries a higher level of risk for customers than low-involvement products
(Fyall et al., 2004). A hotel room is often more expensive than grocery items. In addition,
hotel room can be experienced after the point of purchase. Further, a hotel room is one of
the most perishable items in the world. Yesterday’s hotel rooms cannot be stored or
reused. In addition, it is not clear that customers will visit the same brand hotel again.
Therefore, because of the characteristics of the hotel product, wrong decision making can
harm customers’ financial and social status and increases the level of uncertainty in the
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purchase process opposed to low involvement products (e.g. grocery products). Therefore,
this research is meaningful in that is the first study that identified the difference between
retail products. Hence, further research exploring the products in the service industry
would be highly valuable.
Methodologically, this study can become a precedent and can present a checklist
in applying conjoint analysis for hospitality studies as a supporting method to better
understand consumer behavior. Rather than directly asking respondents what they prefer
in loyalty programs, this research employs the realistic context of respondents evaluating
potential product profiles by using conjoint analysis. For example, as in the real world, it
offers respondents the opportunity to make a choice among several choice options (i.e.
trade off context). When making a purchase, consumers do not generally rate alternatives
in terms of their preferences (Huber et al., 1992). Thus, this research can be reasonable
since it reflects more realistic purchase conditions to the participants. In addition, this
study provides more comprehensive analysis results of customers’ preference and
important attributes in their minds followed by different demographic characteristics,
customers’ online booking characteristics, and hotel loyalty program experiences.

5.3

Managerial Implication

This research provides important implications for the hotel industry as well. This
research is meaningful in that it shows which attribute they should focus more to increase
the probability of choice. Also, it shows that differentiated reward strategies according to
tier of the loyalty program is recommend for both hotels and OTAs. Specifically, from
hotel’s point of view, this research is valuable in that shows how to move customers back
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from OTAs to direct booking channels. Although the results of logistic regression
analysis showed that the timing of rewards has not significantly increased them
probability of choice, results from the market simulation showed that changing delayed
rewards to immediate rewards creates an incremental increase in the market share. Thus,
strengthening both related offers and immediate redemption is important for hotels to
gain competitive advantage from OTAs. Specifically, lowering the entrance barriers for
introductory customers to move up to the upper tier of their loyalty program is
recommended to gain market share back from OTAs. On the contrary, it was found that
OTAs are doing a good job in terms of offering preferable rewards to the customers.
Therefore, maintaining their current settings of the loyalty program and concentrating
more on offering related offers, immediate redemption, and competitive pricing is
recommended to win the market share from direct booking channels. For example,
increasing rewards point per dollar ratio helps customers to redeem their points more
immediately. According to Bagchi and Li (2011), under a mixed point structure (e.g.
point ratio may vary across product categories), a high point ratio leads to much more
favorable reactions among consumers. Further, enabling customers to use a combination
of points and money when purchasing a room is recommended. It may help customers to
purchase hotel rooms at a better price than on hotel websites.
Moreover, this study is valuable in that it helps hotels and OTAs to find a suitable
market for their operations. As different priority of important attributes in booking
decisions was observed depending on customer demographics, this study can be a
guideline in developing a better loyalty program that can appeal to their target customers
or by portfolio of their hotel brands. Specifically, as senior customers seemed to care
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more about relative rewards than other groups, it is recommend for hotels and OTAs to
focus on offering more related products than unrelated products when targeting senior
customers. Further, as senior customers seemed to care less about room rate than other
groups, it is suggested to offer exclusive or value added products that cost more to senior
customers to generate additional revenue. Regarding customers’ booking behavior, as a
customer’s frequency of travel in a year increases, they seemed to care more about
related rewards. Therefore, for hotels and OTAs, there is a chance to induce customers to
their booking channel by offering more related rewards that enable frequent travelers
more convenience during their stay. In regard to the common purpose of trips, leisure
travelers seemed to care more about room rates compared to business and visiting friends
and relatives (VFR) segments. Thus, in order to attract more leisure travelers, discount
coupons or seasonal discounts is recommended to hotels and OTAs to attain a
competitive advantage on price. Oppositely, VFR travelers seemed to be less price
sensitive than other segments. This result can be supported by prior studies that VFR
travelers are relatively more widely distributed throughout the year than other segments
(Seaton et al., 1997). Further, Paci (1994) mentioned that VFR travelers contributed
considerably to local economies and made significant expenditures on tourism, food,
local organizations, and national airlines. Therefore, there is an opportunity to earn
additional revenue from VFR customers by increasing ADR and offering diverse rewards
at the same time from the loyalty program that can enhance their visit experience, such as
restaurant coupons, travel packages, and additional airline mileage. However, these days,
consumers are searching several online engines for better deals (O’Connor et al., 2002).
Further, in this study, the room rate was considered the most important issue in the
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customer’s mind when choosing hotel rooms across all segments. In addition, from the
market simulation, there was a considerable market share with the changes in the room
rate. Therefore, it is recommended that hotels and OTAs should pay special attention to
offer their product at the same level as other competitors.
Moreover, this study provides the road map to hotel and OTA managers in how to
use conjoint analysis in making loyalty program by measuring customers’ preference and
relative importance toward particular hotel attributes that can influence customers’
behavioral intentions. In addition, conjoint analysis is particularly useful for designing
new products that are likely to perform well in the marketplace and for determining the
optimal changes to make to existing products to improve their market performance. For
example, Cadotte and Turgeon (1988) found that the atmospherics of hotel lobbies is one
of the key factors in guest satisfaction. In addition, Countryman and Jang (2006)
identified that the atmospheric element of the hotel lobby, composed of color, lighting,
and style, affects customer perceptions and impressions. Therefore, identifying what
customers prefer and what customers think is important and can be helpful for them to
enhance their atmospheric elements of a hotel lobby. Further, knowing preferenced and
importance for different demographic groups enables hotels to develop effective business
strategies best suited to serve their specific market segments.
Lastly, this research also illustrates how conjoint analysis can be used in other
industries. For example, restaurants offer a variety of range of products that are consistent
with diverse attributes. As the restaurant business is becoming much more competitive
these days, identifying consumers’ expectations and understanding customers’ reasons
for selecting the restaurant is critical to be successful in the market. Hence, identifying
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the preferences, utility, and importance that customers attach to different attributes of the
food product can improve the effectiveness of a restaurant’s marketing plan and can help
make it outstanding compared to other competitors.

5.4

Limitations of the Study

Although the current study substantially contributed to both the literature and
management, it is not free from limitations. First, in terms of the generalizability of the
results, the small sample size can still be considered as a limitation. Respondents should
be representative of the population. The sample size should be large enough to give
insightful data analysis. Although we have fulfilled Johnson and Orme’s (2002)
guidelines for sample sizes, the respondents were not evenly distributed by demographic
groups. Thus, we suggest that future studies adopt a larger sample size. In addition, since
we collected the data from the members of hotel loyalty programs, it also lacks
generalizability of the results. This means that because we did not include customers who
are not members of hotel loyalty programs nor the members of OTA loyalty programs,
this study cannot be generally and widely accepted for all customers. Thus, future
researchers should include a sample that covers general customers.
On account of the limitation of the experimental design method, the scenario was
conducted only for upper upscale hotels with one single destination. Therefore, it is
suggested that future studies should test with different hotel scales and different
destinations. We also think that the study should extend for one full year to capture the
range of seasonal booking behaviors instead of only in the summer vacation period. In
addition, although the rewards were easily classified into four categories provided by
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hotels and OTAs based on Dowling and Uncles’ framework (1997) without any outliers,
other classification of rewards can be used. For example, rewards can be classified into
two categories whether rewards are monetary or non-monetary. Thus, it is suggested that
future studies adopt divers classification framework of rewards and identify that suits for
hotel loyalty programs.
Moreover, although this study is treasured in that it is the first attempt to identify
how loyalty programs make customers more likely to book on hotel websites over OTAs,
this study focused only on loyalty program attributes. However, in the real world, many
other factors may affect hotel-booking decisions. For example, if the hurdle (required
points) for level advancement in hotel loyalty programs is high, customers may choose
OTAs rather than hotel websites. Thus, we suggest that future studies should include
other variables that cover overall aspects of the hotel product.
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APPENDIX

Dear Participants,
This study will help us gain a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between
hotel loyalty program attributes and consumer’s choice of online hotel booking channels. What
we learn from the study may benefit the understanding of consumers’ preferences and help hotels
to provide rewards that consumers want.
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be guided to the survey page to start the
questionnaire. Your participation in the study is voluntary. You can leave the survey any time
with no penalty.
You may skip any question that you do not feel comfortable answering. Questions for the
interview have been reviewed by Purdue University Institutional Review Board and it is assumed
that you can answer them comfortably. However, you can stop taking the survey at any time if
you feel uncomfortable answering questions.
This is an anonymous study. Confidentiality of data will be protected to the fullest extent
possible and will be destroyed at the completion of the project. No identifying information about
participants will appear in any written report or presentation related to this study. The project’s
research data may be inspected by Purdue Institutional Review Board to ensure that participants’
rights are being protected.
The study is being conducted by Sung Jun Joe, Dr. Tang, and the research committee
from the department of Hospitality & Tourism Management at Purdue University. If you have
questions regarding the survey or this research project in general, please contact the researchers.
Sung Jun Joe,
Purdue University
Masters Student
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management
Email: sjoe@purdue.edu
Phone: (765) 426-1761
Chun-Hung (Hugo) Tang Ph.D.,
Purdue University
Assistant Professor
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management
Email: tang14@purdue.edu
Phone: (765) 494-4733
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1. Do you participate in any hotel loyalty program?
1 Yes 2 No
2. How often do you travel in a year? (i.e., for leisure, business, or visiting friends and
relatives purpose)
1 1-2 times
2 3-5 times
3 5-10 times
4 More than 10 times
3. What is the most common purpose of your trips?
1 Leisure trip
2 Business trip
3 Visiting friends and relatives
4 Others (please specify) ______________
4. How much time do you usually spend searching online for hotel information before
your final booking decision?
1 Less than 1 hour
2 1-3 hours
3 4-6 hours
4 7 hours or more
5	
  Other ____________
5. How often do you book hotel rooms online for your leisure trips?
1 All trips
2 More than half of the trips
3 Less than half of the trips
4 Almost never
6. For leisure trips, which type of hotel do you prefer?
1 Luxury (e.g., Conrad, JW Marriott, Four Seasons, Grand Hyatt, Intercontinental)
2 Upper Upscale (e.g., Hilton, Marriott, Sheraton, Hyatt, Westin)
3 Upscale (e.g., Hilton Garden Inn, Courtyard, aloft, Hyatt Place, Crowne Plaza)
4 Upper midscale (e.g., Hampton Inn, Fairfield Inn, Comfort Inn, Dury Inn, Holiday Inn)
5	
  Midscale (e.g., Country Inn, Best Western, Quality Inn, Ramada, Howard Johnson)
6 Economy (e.g., Motel 6, Red roof, Knights Inn, Microtel, Super 8)
7	
  Independent (e.g., Copley Square, Brown, Talbott, The Adolphus, The Rittenhouse)	
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7. Which hotel loyalty programs do you currently participate in? (Please indicate all that
apply)
1 Hilton HHonors
2 Marriott Rewards
3 Starwood Preferred Guest
4 Hyatt Gold Passport
5	
  InterContinental Hotel Group Rewards Club
6 Others (Please specify) _______________
8. What is your most favorite (i.e., used most often) hotel loyalty program?
1 Hilton HHoners
2 Marriott Rewards
3 Starwood Preferred Guest
4 Hyatt Gold Passport
5	
  InterContinental Hotel Group Rewards Club
6 Others (Please specify) _______________
9. What is the level of membership in your favorite loyalty program?
1 Introductory level
2 Intermediate level
3 Premium level
10. Have you ever used loyalty program reward points in exchange for products or
services?
1 Yes 2 No
Please think about your favorite loyalty program to answer the following questions.
Strongly
Agree
11. My membership of loyalty program motivates me
to book on the hotel website over an online travel
agent websites
12. The program rewards have high cash value
13. The rewards are what I have wanted
14. The rewards include a wide range of products
15. It is convenient to exchange points for products or
services
16. The rewards are more attractive than other hotel
programs

Neutral

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5 6

7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5 6
5 6
5 6

7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5 6

7

1

2

3

4

5 6

7
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Survey Instructions (Q17 – Q23)
You are about to view a hotel booking scenario and be presented a series of hotel booking
options. Please indicate your favorite option in each of the choice set as if you are
experiencing the scenario described.
Scenario:
Image you are planning a vacation to Orlando, Florida. You have decided to stay in an
upper upscale hotel named Orlando Resort. One of the reasons you chose this hotel is that
you are a member of their loyalty program. After searching the hotel on a meta-search
site (e.g., Kayak.com or Google Hotel Finder), you found several options to book your
target hotel. These options are different in terms of booking channels, room rates, and
types of rewards offered.
Choice task instruction:
You will be presented a series of choice sets. In each set, there are four options. Please
indicate your favorite option in each of the choice sets.

Figure 9 An Example of Choice-Based Conjoint Question
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Please indicate your preferences of booking channels and reward types in the following
three scales.
I strongly prefer
booking
through
Hotel websites

24. Booking channel

1

Neutral

2

I strongly prefer
using points
immediately
(current stay)

25. Type of reward

1

1

3

4

3

4

3

5
I strongly prefer
using points
for the
next visit

Neutral

2

5
I strongly prefer
earning points
for
flights

Neutral

2

I strongly prefer
using points
immediately
(current stay)

26. Timing of redemption

I strongly prefer
booking
through
Online
travel agencies

4

5

27 What is your gender?
1 Male
2 Female
28. What is your age?
1 18-21 years old
2 22-‐29	
  years old
3 30-49 years old
4 50-64 years old
5	
  65 years or older
29. What is your marital status?
1 Single, never married
2 Married without children
3 Married with children
4 Divorced or separated
5	
  Other _____________
30. Including yourself, how many people live in your household? _____________
31. What is your highest level of education?
1 High-school or less
2 Associate or some college degree (A.A./ A.S.)
3 Four-year college (B.A./ B.S.)
4 Postgraduate degree
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31. What is your employment status?
1 Part time
2 Full time
3 Self-employed
4 Retired
5	
  Student
6 Other _____________
32. What is your combined annual household income?
1 Less than 25,000
2 25,000 ~ 49,999
3 50,000 ~ 74,999
4 75,000 ~ 99,999
5	
  100,000 or more

